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1.0 OVERVIEW 

The Town of Sidney’s Active Transportation Plan (ATP) will provide direction on how to 
achieve improved active transportation conditions in our community, aligning with the 
policy goals, objectives and targets important to our community. The ATP will identify priority 
network improvements to support cyclists, pedestrians, and people with disabilities to 
improve road safety, remove and prevent barriers and create connectivity across our 
community. 

The ATP will be the Town’s first comprehensive active transportation plan, building on recent 
direction established in the 2022 Official Community Plan and Climate Action Plan.  

The Active Transportation Plan will make practical recommendations for the next 10 years 
and will reflect the Town’s available resources and community priorities as identified through 
this initial phase of engagement and existing supportive policies. 

1.1 Engagement Objectives 

The activities undertaken as part of this initial phase of engagement support the following 
engagement objectives: 

• To inform community members of the purpose and potential outcomes of the Town 
of Sidney’s Active Transportation Network Plan 

• To engage residents and stakeholders in dialogue on active transportation challenges 
and opportunities, collect ideas to generally improve the active transportation 
network, and integrate it with neighboring networks (existing and planned)  

• To educate community members of the benefits of active transportation and 
accessibility and the current state of active transportation within the community 

• To collect and incorporate meaningful feedback to ensure the ATP is reflective of the 
community’s needs and priorities and ensure concerns and ideas are reflected in the 
proposed active transportation network and priorities 

 

This engagement summary report documents the activities and key outcomes from 
community and stakeholder engagement undertaken through May - June 2022 as part of 
the ATP process.  
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2.0 ENGAGEMENT ACTIVITIES 

Public and stakeholder activities were undertaken in May and June 2022 to gather input 
from Sidney residents and understand key challenges related to active transportation in our 
community. 

2.1 Contributor Workshop 

A contributor workshop was hosted on May 17, 2022. The workshop was held virtually via 
videoconference (MS Teams). The session was facilitated by the consulting team, with Town 
of Sidney staff in attendance. A presentation was given providing a community overview and 
the ATP planning process. This was followed by a facilitated discussion among participants.  

Invitees were identified with a specific interest in active transportation in Sidney and/or 
bringing knowledge to contribute to the process. The organizations listed below had at least 
one individual in attendance, while others were invited and were unable to attend. 

• District of North Saanich 
• Beacon Community Services 
• Capital Regional District  
• Sidney Business Improvement Area Society 
• Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure  
• Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce 

Key take-aways from the discussion are identified in Section 3.2 

2.2 Community Survey 

A survey was created and made available to the public through a dedicated ATP project 
webpage. The survey was available over a six (6) week period, between May 3 and June 13, 
2022.  

The survey included 20 questions, each chosen to understand challenges with the existing 
active transportation network and to identify where to prioritize improvements to enhance 
comfort and safety for people travelling by active means. The survey was supplemented by 
an interactive mapping tool which allowed participants to provide specific comments by 
location of concern across the community. 

Survey feedback has been summarized and reflected in the key themes presented in Section 
3.0.  

The survey responses can be found in Appendix A. 
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2.3 Promotion 

The Town’s Facebook and Twitter accounts, poster boards and the Town Talk newsletter 
were used to promote the survey and educate the community on the benefits of active 
transportation. They also included key pieces of information related to the current landscape 
of transportation in Sidney to highlight the strong foundation the project is building from.  

A press release and eight social media posts on Twitter and Facebook were made between 
May 3 and June 12 while the survey was live. Poster boards were located throughout the 
community at key activity areas to promote the survey. Further, the May Town Talk 
newsletter was sent out to Sidney residents and included information on the ATP and 
promoted the survey.  

 May Town Talk Cover Page (above); Poster Board (top right); 
social media post (Facebook, bottom right) 
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Participation By The Numbers 

231 
Survey Responses  

350 
Webpage Visits 
 (between May 3 – June 13, including views that came 
as a result of social media posts)   

6 
Stakeholders & Community 
Partners Engaged  

48 
Comments Provided 
on the Mapping Tool 
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3.0 KEY TAKEAWAYS 

3.1 Key Themes  

A list of key take-aways from community and stakeholder engagement activities undertaken 
to-date has been summarized below and will help to inform the Planning Framework and 
final Active Transportation Plan. 
 
High Levels of Walking 

Walking is the primary mode of commuting for 
survey respondents (59%), followed by driving 
alone (55%) and cycling (28%). Walking as a 
primary travel mode aligns with background 
figures presented earlier in the Working Paper 
and put Sidney as a community with some of 
the highest rates of walking in the region. 

Barriers to Cycling 

Resident feedback indicated that the top 
barriers to cycling more frequently relate to 
speed and proximity to vehicles (32%), a lack of 
cycling routes (31%), and intersection safety 
concerns (25%). These are to be key areas of 
focus in the ATP to encourage more people to 
cycle more often. 

Walking Safety 

While survey respondents indicated they feel 
very safe (43%) or mostly safe (46%) walking, a 
number of specific areas of concern have been 
noted. Concerns related to safety at specific 
intersections such the Pat Bay Highway / 
Beacon Avenue, as well as issues with 
accessibility and navigating Sidney using a 
mobility aid.  

 

  

“I just love walking and cycling. 
I love being able to enjoy the 
sights, the scenery along the 
waterfront pathway, enjoy 
looking at people’s gardens. I 
love not having to deal with 
parking. I like that I see the 
same people out walking [and 
feel a] sense of community”. 

“Sidewalks need to be wider to 
accommodate 2 scooters or 
wheelchairs, or a designated 
lane/shareable bike lane.  More 
driver awareness of 
wheelchairs/scooters crossing 
at intersections [is needed]. 

Many curbs are too high, 
steeply sloped or not wide 
enough. The newer sidewalk 
designs near recently built 
condo buildings are 
wonderful”. 

“It's simply not safe or friendly 
enough for a family to bike into 
(or around) Sidney for an ice 
cream, or to the park for a 
play”. 
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Beacon Avenue 

Residents have focused feedback on 
Beacon Avenue. The Beacon Avenue / Pat 
Bay Highway intersection has been 
identified as a location of high concern for 
both walking and cycling. Concerns have 
also been identified in the vicinity of First 
Street and Second Street. Some 
respondents also identified the potential 
to make sections of Beacon Avenue 
pedestrian-only. 

Resthaven Avenue 

Resthaven Avenue was a main corridor 
that residents provided commentary on. 
The increased traffic and parking along 
Resthaven Avenue were expressed as a 
concern and the desire to traffic calm the 
corridor for pedestrians and cyclists was 
expressed by many respondents.  

Active Transportation + Transit 

Residents have expressed interest in 
improving walking and cycling access to 
public transit, allowing them to make long 
distance trips by bus as an alternative to 
driving. 

Cycling for Recreation 

Sidney residents most commonly ride a 
bicycle for recreation. Survey responses 
indicated that the top reasons for cycling 
are for recreation and exercise (63%) and 
enjoying nature and trails (47%). 17% of 
respondents indicated they cycle at least 
once a week. These results suggest there is 
potential to increase the rate of cycling for 
purpose trips such as to work, school and 
shopping. 

Improving Accessibility + Road Safety 

Widening sidewalks, improving lighting, 
better access to public washrooms and 
intersection safety were key 
recommendations to improve accessibility 
and road safety.  

Regional Cycling 

Conversations highlighted the importance 
of the Lochside Regional Trail in facilitating 
regional cycling trips by Sidney residents 
and providing access to downtown Sidney 
for long-distance recreational riders. 
Conversations also highlighted the need 
for targeted improvements to the 
Lochside Regional Trail through Sidney 
and supporting Town facilities that 
enhance access to the regional trail. 

Active Transportation + Well-Being 

Sidney residents have expressed 
enjoyment and a sense of community 
when travelling through Sidney by active 
means – giving them the chance to 
connect with neighbours, enjoy the 
natural landscape and get exercise. 

Secure Bicycle Parking 

Numerous residents have indicated a need 
for more secure bicycle parking, especially 
in the downtown. 
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3.2 Contributor Workshop  

During the contributor workshop, participants were asked three discussion questions to 
assist in group discussion. The questions were: 

1. What do you feel are the highest priorities for active transportation in Sidney? 

2. What plans does your organization have that might influence active transportation in 
Sidney? 

3. What are the opportunities for collaboration between organizations and across 
jurisdictions? 

The primary discussion topics during the workshop were as follows: 

• Supporting Sidney’s economic prosperity by enhancing access to businesses for both 
customers and employees 

• Ensuring safety for people using all travel modes 

• Safe and accessible design for people using mobility aids to support access for people 
of all ages and abilities 

Connections to neighbouring communities and improvement opportunities in 
support of regional trip making, most notably the Lochside Regional Trail  
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3.3 Community Survey 

The survey was designed to provide a better understanding of the current travel habits and 
priorities for active transportation. In addition, the survey also asked respondents to identify 
specific areas of concern for walking and cycling using an online mapping tool.  

The following is a summary of what we heard through the online survey. 
 
 

Q1. On a typical day, what is your usual mode of transportation for commuting purposes 
(e.g. work, school, picking-up groceries, appointments)? *select all that apply 

Walking (59%) was identified as the most common modes of transportation for commuting 
purposes, followed closely by driving alone (55%). Biking (28%) was identified as the third 
most used mode of transportation for commuting. 
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Q2. If you require the assistance of a mobility aid to walk, what mobility aids do you use? 
*select all that apply 

92% of respondents do not require a mobility aid, however understanding the needs of all 
Sidney residents in incorporating accessibility needs into ATP’s is important.  

 

Participants that responded “other” indicated they use strollers or have chronic pain that causes 
mobility limitations.  

 

Q3. When I walk, it's to… *select all that apply 

Accessing shops, restaurants and services was the top reason for walking in Sidney (80%), 
with exercise and enjoying nature, parks or trails also being identified as top reasons (75%). In 
addition, spending time with family or friends was also ranked highly as a reason for walking 
(42%), ranking significantly higher than commuting or accessing transit.  

Participants that responded “other” indicated that when they walk it’s to walk their dog. 
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Q4. In a typical month, how often do you walk? 

More than half of the survey respondents indicated that they walk daily (53%), with nearly all 
respondents, at 94%, indicating they walk at least 1-3 days a week or more. 

 

 

Q5.  How safe do you feel walking in Sidney?  

Respondents have identified that while walking in Sidney they feel either very safe (42%) or 
mostly safe (45%) with 13% of respondents either having no opinion (6%) or feeling mostly 
unsafe (7%). No survey participants chose the very unsafe option.  
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Q6. On a typical day, with the current pedestrian infrastructure in Sidney, how far (time) 
would you be willing to walk or roll to each of the following destinations?   

In all categories, the most common response from participants was 10-20 minutes, followed 
by over 20 minutes as the second most common response. I would not walk was the most 
common third response. 
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Q7. What are the barriers for walking more often than you do in Sidney? *select three 

The top three responses were transporting too much to carry (36%), intersection safety (30%) 
and speed and/or proximity of motor vehicle traffic (26%), with lack of sidewalks or pathways 
(22%) following closely behind.  

Participants that responded “other” indicated barriers to walking are lack of restrooms and 
crowded sidewalks.  
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Q8.  When it comes to cycling in the Town of Sidney, I am best described as: 

With 38% of participants describing themselves as enthused and confident, 19% as bold and 
fearless and 23% as interested but concerned, this shows that 80% of respondents are either 
currently competent cyclists or have the potential to be. 

Q9. When I cycle, it’s to… *select three 

The most common responses from participants with regards to why they cycle are the same 
as why they walk, to exercise (63%), to enjoy nature, parks or trails (47%) and to access shops, 
restaurants or services (38%).  

Participants that responded “other” indicated that when they cycle it’s for fun/enjoyment.  
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Q10. In a typical month, how many times do you ride a bicycle?  

Although the majority of respondents described themselves as competent cyclists, the 
highest-ranking response was I never cycle (32%). This was followed closely by 1-4 days a 
month (27%) and 1-3 days a week (24%).  

 

Q11.  How safe do you feel cycling in Sidney?  

Participants safety level cycling in Sidney varies greatly, with 46% respondents indicating 
they feel very safe to mostly safe. 22% of respondents indicated they felt mostly unsafe to very 
unsafe cycling in Sidney. 
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Q12. What are the main issues or challenges for cycling in Sidney? *select three 

Speed and proximity to motor vehicle traffic (32%) was the top response. This was followed 
very closely by lack of bicycle routes or pathways (31%) and lack of safety protections at 
intersections (25%). Participants that responded “other” indicated barriers to cycling in Sidney 
is related to lack of education/etiquette from drivers and fear of being doored by parked cars.  
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Q13.  On a typical day, with the current cycling infrastructure in Sidney, how far (time) 
would you be WILLING to cycle to each of the following destinations 

Participants stated that with the current infrastructure, they would not cycle. This was 
followed by a 10–20-minute cycle ride and a 20-30 minute cycle ride. 
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Q14. Which best describes you? *select all that apply 

Participants that responded “other” indicated they live in the region and access Sidney for 
shops and services or that their child goes to Sidney Elementary.  

 

 

Q15. What is your age? 

Comparison made between the participants in the survey with the census data showcasing 
the demographics of the Town of Sidney.  
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Q16.  What is your gender?  

The participants in the survey were 55% female and 40% male, with 5% of participants 
choosing not to disclose.  

 

Q17.  Do you have any impairments?  

The majority of participants do not have any impairments (79%), with some participants 
noting impairments with mobility (10%) and hearing (9%).  
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3.4 Long Answer Questions 

Three long answer questions were included in the survey for participants to have the option 
to elaborate on their thoughts around active transportation in Sidney. The responses 
provided from participants are summarized below.  

The direct responses from participants can be found in Appendix A. 

 

Q18.  What do you most enjoy about travelling throughout Sidney by active means? 

Participants emphasized a variety of reasons why travelling through Sidney by active means 
is a pleasant experience. Many commented on the Town’s geography, how the small size, 
relatively good weather and flat land makes walking and biking more accessible on a regular 
basis, especially as a more affordable option than driving. These comments align with many 
participants noting how the easy access to trails, the ocean and other outdoor activities 
makes walking and biking appealing recreationally and for exercise.  

Alongside these comments, many participants discussed the Town’s beauty and 
peacefulness as feeling inviting and leads them to choose to walk and bike around. Especially 
as many of your daily needs can be accessed in close proximity to home for many residents. 
Comments along similar lines explained how when walking or biking, residents feel a sense 
of community and community connection as they come across other residents, friends and 
neighbours while doing so. 

 

Q19.  What do you least enjoy about travelling throughout Sidney by active means? 

The participants noted a number of concerns around active transportation in Sidney. When 
walking in Sidney, the lack of sidewalks as well as the lack of connectivity between sidewalks 
in certain areas was discussed frequently. It was noted as making certain areas less 
accessible and often unsafe. When biking, a lack of both bike paths or other cycling 
infrastructure was frequently pointed out as the reason for not biking. This goes along with a 
lack of bicycle parking options. 

Safety in general, particularly when crossing intersections, was also a frequently discussed 
topic. This was mentioned both for walking and biking. Safety in relation to interactions with 
vehicles and unsafe driving practices were discussed as main reasons for disliking walking 
and biking in Sidney. 
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Q20. What are your big ideas for improving active transportation within Sidney? 

There were many ideas provided by participants regarding how they feel active 
transportation could be improved in Sidney. Many participants, when discussing walking in 
Sidney, expressed a desire to have improvements made to sidewalk connectivity and for new 
and improved sidewalks to be constructed in the community. This was pointed out that 
sidewalks need to include space for mobility aids, strollers or other needs. This would include 
widening the waterfront path and install more streetlights and traffic calming for pedestrian 
safety. Suggestions were also made to make a portion or all of Beacon Avenue car free.  

Discussions around improving cycling within Sidney included many comments around 
creating more bike paths and separated bike trails. This was both in relation to safety and to 
avoid some intersections. Suggestions were also made to attempt to find ways to separate 
cyclists from other areas from families or recreational bikers. Development of bike parking 
and end-of-trip facilities were also emphasized as well as exploring e-bike chargers and other 
e-bike infrastructure.   
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3.5 Areas of Concern 

The maps on the following pages summarize location-specific feedback received, based on 
themes, and will be used in subsequent stages of the ATP to understand priority areas for 
improvement. A summary of the areas of concern identified through the online mapping 
exercise are provided below.  

 
Pedestrian Areas of Concern: 
 

• Numerous locations along Beacon Avenue were identified as pedestrian areas of 
concern, most notably the following: 

• Beacon Avenue / Pat Bay Highway 

• Beacon Avenue / First Street 

• Beacon Avenue West nearby Sterling Way and Galaran Road 

• A number of locations were identified where traffic calming is sought, including the 
following: 

• MacDonald Park Road / Pat Bay Highway 

• Henry Avenue / Siddall Road 

• Beacon Avenue / Fifth Street 

• Fifth Street / Weiler Avenue 

• Missing connections at the end of Beaufort Road and Cotoneaster Place were also 
noted, with a missing active transportation amenity in Resthaven Park 

 

Cycling Areas of Concern: 

• The highest concentration of cycling concerns are focused on the Beacon Avenue / 
Pat Bay Highway intersection, where respondents noted concerns over intersection 
safety, a need for new cycling infrastructure, and missing connections 

• The Fifth Street corridor between Beacon Avenue and Ocean Avenue was noted as 
needing new cycling facilities and bike parking 

• The section of Lochside Drive south of Weiler Avenue (part of the Lochside Regional 
Trail) was noted as requiring improved or new cycling facilities and improved safety at 
the Weiler Avenue intersection 

• The eastern section of Beacon Avenue was highlighted as an area of concern, with 
respondents suggesting the need for amenities and bike parking  
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MAP 1. DENSITY OF PEDESTRIAN CONCERNS 
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MAP 2. DENSITY OF CYCLIST CONCERNS 
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4.0 NEXT STEPS 

Input and direction established through community and stakeholder engagement activities 
will be used in undertaking the following next steps: 

1. A Planning Framework will be established and documented that describes the vision, 
goals and objectives for the ATP. 

2. Preliminary Network Plans will be developed that reflect background directions, 
engagement take-aways, and the planning framework. The network plans will be 
supported by Design Guidelines that describe how infrastructure is to be designed 
and function. 

3. A second round of Community Engagement is planned for the Fall 2022 where 
community feedback will be sought on the draft ATP, including network plan, design 
guidelines, and supporting policies and implementation approach. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

   
  

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix A: 

LONG ANSWER SURVEY RESPONSES  



 

 

   
  

 

Q18.  What do you most enjoy about travelling throughout Sidney by active means? 

Common themes that emerged from this long answer question, indicated that respondents most 
enjoyed travelling actively through Sidney to enjoy their community and its natural amenities, as an 
affordable alternative to driving, for exercise and to feel a sense of community. The full list of responses 
is included below: 

• I enjoy the proximity of so many of the shops and services I make use of. 

• Sidney is a beautiful town to live in and I appreciate all it has to offer. I enjoy walking from my home 
to my children school also into the city for grocery shopping and a bite to 

• Quiet, peaceful, friendly, close to shops. Getting to see neighbours, accessing shops and services 
without having to worry about parking and It’s relatively flat.  

• Exercise. Healthier. Better connection with neighborhood. See/notice things you don’t when you’re 
driving. 

• Just meandering about thru the beautiful side streets 

• I am not sure what is meant by ""active means."" In Sidney I do enjoy one in the town main road 
(Beacon) I can get to most everything quite easily by walking. I also enjoy that it doesn’t take too 
long to get place. I also enjoy that the speed limit is so low which ensure safety. I also enjoy how 
dog friendly it is, so when out walking I know I can bring her without that being a barrier or limiting 
where I can walk!  

• Seeing all the sights and people. Taking alternative routes to destination. Feeling of freedom. 

• The local shops, access to waterfront and the wonderful walking pathways, Community and some 
quiet streets. 

• You can do/get so much here. It is flat 

• I like to shop and socialize in Sidney 

• Its beauty 

• Spending active time with family 

• Speed limits are low and everything is close together.  

• Mostly everything in Sidney is close and they have all the things you need without having to go into 
the city. 

• "The downtown businesses are diverse, can do most of my shopping and services here.  

• I have discovered more pathways for example Rathdowne park. The Lochside path along the pat 
bay highway is too noisy for walking. I’ve walked most of the Galloping Goose trail and love how it is 
shielded from motor vehicles by vegetation, naturalized buffer " 

• A lot of great stores on Beacon, lots of paths to help connect, Tulista has a great kids park and 
beach nearby  

• Distance to where I live with clean air and visibility 

• Running into people I know and having the sidewalk space to stop and catch up without blocking 
space for others. 

• I walk most places. I live two blocks from Beacon and love the quaintness of the town, flat terrain, 
beautiful seaside walk and that I can walk to almost everything I need. Scenery is nice. Flowers and 
trees and such.  



 

 

   
  

 

• So beautiful! Saying hello to everyone by bike and the beauty and small-town atmosphere 

• Proximity to the ocean. The bike path along highway and around airport. The views are nice.  

• Sea air 

• The waterfront Pathway 

• Enjoy walking and need exercise 

• Seeing the world around me and meeting people 

• Everything is close + there are few hills.  

• Getting out in the sunshine and seeing people around. Getting my steps in. Also knowing that I'm 
not contributing GHGs to climate change. 

• It's flat; no hills ; easy to circumnavigate 

• Quiet and peaceful 

• attractive, clean, friendly people, dog friendly, everything is close. 

• Getting fresh air and exercise while running errands.  Love the sea front walk. 

• The ocean view 

• When walking and biking, we begin and end almost all of our trips along the beautiful seawall. 

• Exercise and the walkway along the ocean. 

• Climate 

• Healthy, do it when I want  

• Just walking around with my dogs 

• I live close to Beacon so can walk everywhere 

• I love looking into the store fronts and seeing all the flowers 

• Best way to get exercise and socialize 

• Visiting The little shops along the way & the proximity of stores  

• Proximity to services. 

• The community, seeing other people out and about, passing through different neighbourhoods 

• It is beautiful. The gridlock street pattern helps. 

• Usually but not always, traffic moves smoothly. 

• Quick accessibility to services and no worries about parking. 

• Easy access to Lochside Trail for exercise.  Access to places to lock bike when shopping. 

• nice town, good streets 

• If you pick your route you can have a quite walk without much traffic noise. Everywhere we want to 
go is relatively close, we don't need to worry about parking, we get to enjoy the lovely scenery while 
getting fresh air and exercise, and if we would like to have an adult beverage at one of Sidney's 
many fine establishments, we don't need to worry about driving home afterwards. I appreciate the 
increased number of sidewalks around town. which make walking with my kids feel safer (without 
sidewalks they inevitably try to wander into the street). 

• Faster and more affordable than a vehicle  



 

 

   
  

 

• Generally it's very safe to cycle anywhere in Sidney. Most streets are wide and traffic is moderate to 
slow in speed. 

• Nice weather; great exercise; conveniently close to town center. Close proximity of shops, exercise 

• Easy to get away on quieter roads, away from Sidney. 

• Not having to find a parking spot or dealing with busy intersections along Beacon Ave. 

• ease of access, everything is so close 

• The waterfront, happy faces, many dogs, enjoying the public and private gardens 

• View, easy downtown access opposed to parking. Paths are convenient  

• Everything is nearby 

• It can be really beautiful to ride or walk in Sidney, and the fresh air does wonders to clear the mind. 
Proximity to things. Lots to see that’s natural, lots of green space, interesting mix of developed 
areas, common /public access to the waterfront in many areas.  

• Walking is an excellent way to meet your neighbours! Many streets have beautiful plants which you 
can only enjoy while going slowly.  The waterfront walkway is super.  

• shoreline walks 

• fresh air, beautiful scenery and central accessibility" 

• Beautiful environment 

• I just love walking and cycling. I love being able to enjoy the sights, the scenery along the 
waterfront pathway, enjoy looking at people’s gardens. I love not having to deal with parking. I like 
that I see the same people out walking- sense of community. 

• The people  

• The lovely neighborhood’s and relatively quiet side streets. I also like to walk along the seashore. 
Downtown has beautiful flowers and waterfront area to walk through.  

• "nice place to ride, 5 min cycle for errands.  I use ebike and keep trailer hooked up, so that provides 
the boot of the car. decent facilities to park (lock up) in town (mostly), so overall nicer than driving." 

• Flat terrain, proximity to shops, restaurants and seaside 

• The fresh weather, time spent with my dog and family, getting exercise, seeing my neighbours. 
Being able to travel without burning fossil fuels.  

• The ability to walk with not much and slowed down traffic. 

• Driving - Proximity by car of most things. In my case not by walking or even cycling. 

• Fresh air 

• It's generally flat and bicycle friendly. 

• It's a relatively small area, easily accessible. 

• Flatness of land 

• Fresh air, nature, exercise and Not being in a car. 

• Streets with low-speed traffic 

• Easily transversed. 

• Being able to get about in a small community and connect with neighbours and friends. 



 

 

   
  

 

• When I cycle down to Cordova Bay, I take the following route.  Malaview to 3rd, south to Sidney, jog 
east to Second down to Ocean and then take the roundabout down Lockside to Mount Newton 
and onto the Lochside Trail.  It's a nice ride and I enjoy the fresh air and not spending on gas.  I plan 
to downsize to one vehicle in the future.  I store my clubs at the Golf Club so I can cycle. 

• It’s flat and walking is easy.  

• Enjoying nature, quaintness of place, meeting and conversing with very friendly people and 
exercise. 

• Enjoying the fresh air and able to get exercise. Get to destinations with minimal carbon footprint as 
well as no automobile expenses and its convenient, no worries about finding parking.  

• It's very easy to get around. The areas between the Lochside trail and downtown are easy to 
navigate and the lane ways make it easy to cut through areas and save time. It feels safe to walk 
along Beacon (past Fifth street) as there are many crosswalks that feel like they prioritize 
pedestrians and there are a lot of other people walking around and storefronts that make you feel 
like you're part of the liveliness of the Town. The waterfront walkways are great too! I like the 
proximity to the Lochside and Airport bike paths - it seems like Sidney is an easy/natural stop if you 
are travelling longer distances by bike using these trails. 

• Enjoy walking.  No need to find a parking space for a car. 

• Flat and easy to get around; lots of walking/cycling paths (if the cyclists keep to their side). 

• Love the views and the fact that it is flat. 

• Encountering other residents outside of cars. We moved to Sidney because it is a walkable 
community and has access to amenities and to waterfront that I can walk to shop groceries and am 
fortunate to have a doctor dentist massage chiropractor all 10 minutes away. But Sidney lacking 
many retail options. Shop local but sometimes need to drive elsewhere.  

• There are few sketchy people and the scenery is beautiful 

• Drivers are mostly safety minded and alert.  Some intersections are dangerous, eg 5th and 
Malaview, 3rd and Sydney, and crossing Beacon Avenue if there are no lights.  Good proximity to 
Lochside and the Airport Trail. 

• Being outdoors, exercise. Easy to get to services in Sidney, not have to park. Like Beaufort Rd and 
Allbay Rd areas, beach accesses in Sidney, Bowerbank. 

• Coastal living, salt air, ambience, solitude, generally nice weather 

• I enjoy walking through attractive gardened neighbourhoods and along the waterfront wherever 
possible. The wide flat boulevard style sidewalks make it possible to walk more confidently. On such 
surfaces, people with limited sensory abilities don't need to be constantly watching their feet which 
prevents one from enjoying the natural surroundings. It is sad that new condos and apartments 
appear to be allowed to build almost to the edge of their lots. Thus, they are not often providing 
compensatory green space for the front gardens they are removing. If not addressed soon by 
planners, a future result may be much less attractive neighbourhoods and walking in Sydney 

• Flat sidewalks 

• It's nice but not really safe. I cannot bike or walk with my kids because of lack of bike lane. Cars also 
drive so fast in Resthaven Dr. where we live. There is no speed limit sign neither. I live at 10480 
Resthaven Dr 

• Mostly flat.  Love riding my bike around town. 

• Clean, low speeds in downtown  



 

 

   
  

 

• great views while walking or biking around town. 

• The sea front. 

• generally safe and easy 

• It is often faster than trying to find parking with a vehicle. We have beautiful scenery to enjoy while 
walking or riding. 

• I don't enjoy traveling through Sidney by active means.  

• The 30km speed when drivers are complying.  The waterfront walkways and picnic tables.  All 
outdoor space. 

• Pleasant views, proximity to Resthaven, Melville, and Lillian Hofer parks, proximity to ocean and 
marinas 

• The abundance of bike paths and bike lanes and stores and restaurants are close by 

• Walkability, Safety, First Class infrastructure and landscaping, flat. Fresh air, nice scenery, no fuel 
costs, no hassles with bad parking lots. 

• "No bike lanes!!  It is easy.  Easy to park, easy to get to the shops, easy to get home.  One of the main 
reasons we moved to Sidney almost 30 years ago was because of the small town feel and the 
inclusion of every type of vehicle; two, three or four wheels.  Everyone was welcome and accepted.  
If you are determined to spend money, sidewalks on both sides of the street would be nice.... not 
necessary. 

• It’s beautiful! 

• Easy parking, Inexpensive, environmentally friendly transportation, Helps to reduce climate change 

• That it's flat and sidewalks/trails are in good repair. 

• Stunning scenery. Access to beaches. 

• Slower speed limits allow me to take the lane and ride with traffic along most of Beacon, improving 
my safety. I enjoy being able to walk into town to access amenities. I appreciate the lighted 
crosswalks and steer my kids towards utilizing these when crossing Resthaven. 

• Shoreline 

• see more, enjoy the sea breeze, say hello to other walkers. I prefer to walk although I drive on a few 
occasions. the walkways along the waterfront are great and other accesses to the ocean are many 

• It's better for my health, the environment and saves money.  

• Walkability. Greenspan and waterfront within walking distance. Shops are close by.  

• The shops and eateries. Outdoor seating. Used to enjoy the quaintness but its gone. 

• Combo of quiet streets + highway trails make most areas safe to access. Flat grades. Four way stops 
work well.  Cars are generally respectful of pedestrians.  I feel safe walking around Sidney even in 
the evening. Vibrant downtown always has lots of people. 

• walking in neighborhood parks and along the waterfront. 

• Feeling the rain on my face, knowing that I don't stink like the drivers do, practicing my balancing, 
feeling a sense of freedom, not worried about gas prices, connecting with neighbors, keeping the 
carbon footprint of my groceries low, working my lungs and other muscles, and saving $10,000 per 
year because I don't own a car.  

• The relatively level geographical layout 

• Level ground and smooth trail system.  The heart smart walk is an excellent use of the shoreline. 



 

 

   
  

 

• Bike paths around the area allow for efficient and safe bike travel to the town for shopping and 
leisure. 

• Love walking! Daily do a minimum of 7km. A walking or transportation lane that flows through 
highway as it’s very concerning standing on any of the four corners to cross oat bay with two kids 
and an infant in stroller!!!! 

• Small town with everything relatively close at hand. Traffic is flows smoothly right now down the 
main street. 

• I like that Sidney is a mostly complete and compact community. I really like the waterfront trail 
system and all the neighbourhood points of access to the ocean. 

• Lots of wide streets for cycling. Sidewalks in most locations.  Paths that connect some areas, 
waterfront walk. 

• Waterfront and beaches.  Exercise.  Gardens. It’s all pretty flat 

• Mount Baker, waterfront and bike paths. I love the newly paved bike path on Loch-side trail. 

• Lochside trail 

• The friendly encounters with people and the lovely sea walk 

• The beautiful scenery 

• Small town, everything I need to get to is within reasonable distance to walk 

• Friendly faces; beautiful gardens and landscaping; proximity to most daily needs. 

• It's small enough to go almost anywhere in Sidney by foot.  

• How close things are. 

• Getting to appointments and doing errands independently 

• Ability to access restaurants, shops, services within walking distance.  

• Hassle free parking 

• Feel more connected to community. Helping reduce GHGs. Exercise 

• Lovely amenities, beauty of the area, waterfront, variety of shops and services. Once I am in Sidney, 
everything is a convenient walk. 

• Pleasant, slow driving cars,  

• Walking 

• Visiting shops and restaurants 

• Things are relatively close. We are able to walk to most shops within a reasonable distance so long 
as we don’t have too much to carry in stroller.  

• wide sidewalks. ocean side walk way 

• short distances - proximity of stores and services downtown Sidney - flat  

• Walking near the marina 

• The older building and shops. The trees and how clean the streets are.  

• Walking is great lots of paths. Sidewalks, crosswalks, benches, garbage’s awesome city for walking. 

• Updates to the LED street lights and repaving Lochside trail. 

• fun and healthy way to get around 

• Walking on the streets and laneways is easy to access most town facilities and amenities  



 

 

   
  

 

• I love the freedom to breeze around time and NOT burn gasoline. I ride my bike a lot and have done 
so for 70 years. Largely Sidney is well organised for bicycles.  It would be nice to have bike lanes that 
are physically separated from cars, the path around the airport is fantastically good. 

• Walking and biking paths and trails take you to all the nice sites 

• folks you meet and looking at the town 

• I enjoy how relaxing it is walking through the town. My dogs and I especially love the waterfront 
walking paths. 

 

 

Q19.  What do you least enjoy about travelling throughout Sidney by active means? 

Common themes that emerged from this long answer question, indicated that respondents least 
enjoyed travelling actively through Sidney due to lack of sidewalks and unsafe intersections, lack of 
bicycle infrastructure and parking and an overall concern for safety interacting with motor vehicles and 
traffic. The full list of responses are included below: 

• Lack of sidewalks is a big problem. I am able to navigate OK, keeping an eye on traffic and potholes 
and uneven surfaces, but I watch elderly folks with walkers or canes trying to do so and fear for their 
welfare. 

• I do find some of our paths a little worrisome as the Lockside trail travelling along the highway 
there is no barrier between the fast moving cars and pedestrians. 

• Construction mess. Lack of good bike paths. 

• Sidewalks end in the most random places mid-block all over the place - it's so weird! 

• Lack of safe bike lock ups 

• I’ve stopped biking into Town because it feels unsafe driving on roads with cars. Resthaven, Fifth 
Street and Sidney Ave are especially nerve wracking. Once you get to Town or parks there’s no 
place to lock up bike 

• Arrogant cyclists who ride several abreast and do feel they need to abide by traffic laws  

• Narrow roads. Confusion at some intersections regarding 4-way stops or not. Pedestrians not 
looking, simply walking off the sidewalk. 

• Lack of restrooms, lack of sidewalks in some areas (like lock side road) Traffic/ speed/ noise/ 
congestion 

• 1. Motorists not paying attention to persons cycling or walking. 2. When cycling, especially in 
downtown Sidney, pedestrians not stopping to look both ways before crossing a street. Expecting 
cyclists and motorists to stop even when they are already travelling through the intersection. Most 
pedestrians just walk straight into the roadway without looking! 3.  Cyclists, skateboarders and 
scooters (not mobility scooters) riding on the downtown sidewalks. Cyclists without lights when 
required. Lack of a cyclist's training as to the rules of the road. Generally bad cycling. 

• Very tricky to be sure you have been seen. We need more four way stops on the streets around the 
core. Parked cars during the day impair visibility.  

• Not finding adequate parking allowing me to be active in Sidney and unsafe condition of some 
sidewalks and curb cuts/ramps 



 

 

   
  

 

• Lack of garbage cans (West Sidney), lack of lighting in some areas of West Sidney (especially on 
Canora as well as the airport path in general) 

• Need more trails that don’t go right beside roadways 

• Lots of elderly drivers makes it a little nerve wracking when crossing uncontrolled crosswalks. And 
lack of lighting on walking trails between subdivisions. More multi use paths that are in quieter 
areas. (not against the highway) 

• I live on the south west side of Sidney and the options to walk into the core are currently through 
the Weiler overpass of the airport loop. Both can take a bit to get mid town. 

• Cars that don't stop at Stop signs.  

• I walk from parklands school area into Sidney, I can pick my way through some trails, but they are 
underdeveloped and not well posted 

• Crossing roads and Intersections…drivers don’t seem to see pedestrians or cyclists 

• Street Intersections 

• The one way, and 4-way stops are awful!!!  And no one pays attention to pedestrians. Cyclists don't 
obey the road rules and often just do their own thing making it difficult for vehicles and pedestrians 
to predict their move.  The cross walks need better control ESPECIALLY ON SEVENTH IN FRONT OF 
THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL!!!!!! 

• The corner of Bevan and Fifth. It needs a light. I have almost been hit several times in the 
crosswalks. I always try to make eye contact with motorists and wave at them to make sure they 
see me. Yet, there have been at least three times that I felt unsafe as motorist drove on even 
though I was in the crosswalk. At night I wear a reflective vest. 

• Traffic rules are ignored by many. It’s not safe unless it’s outside the hours when everyone is outside, 
meaning early or late in the day is easier.  

• Beacon is terrifying. Parallel streets are also not safe when coming off Lochside Trail from North 
Saanich. Most drivers are fine, but some are aggressive and unfriendly. I am a small female cyclist 
who obeys all road rules (full stop, hand signals), but some drivers (of all ages btw) view that as 
invitation to use their two-ton machine as a threat! 

• un-attentive elderly drivers 

• Dangerous intersection at Beacon and the highway. Not enough sidewalks on major roads aside 
from Beacon. Stirling way needs sidewalks and so does Beacon on the airport side. Dangerous for 
young people and families crossing these roads to connect to airport bike path. Light-operated 
crosswalks would be best.  

• Intersections on Beacon and Sidney Ave are lethal 

• The incompetent drivers and cyclists that don't follow the rules of the road.  

• You might as well commit suicide as ride through town in the afternoon. 

• For biking: Crossing the highway, navigating around cars, turning onto busy streets with no light. 
Worry about bike theft. 

• Resthaven drive; busy road 

• Lochside trail between Weiler and Ocean Ave is in abhorrent condition.  It is so bad it has knocked 
my kids off their bikes.  The trail is completely buckled in sections from tree routes. It should be 
fixed immediately. The crossing of lochside trail at Beacon and Highway 17 is terrible.  This is my 
main route for my kids to bike to school.  They should not have to cross a major highway where cars 



 

 

   
  

 

do not always stop at cross walk, and tiny islands while waiting for lights.  I highly recommend 
building a pedestrian over pass here. the cars don't stop at the stop signs, specifically, cars running 
stop signs while turning left with drivers looking right.  I have been hit twice in cross walks in this 
situation! 

• Nothing really 

• The speed limit is criminally low for cars, so they ether speed through or go at a snails pace. The 
speed limit needs to be raised to at least 40km/h. 

• The one thing we are concerned about is the safety of crossing Lochside at Captain’s Walk which 
we do daily, sometimes multiple times. We are relatively young, so dodging the speeding vehicles, 
albeit risky at times, is something we have learned how to master. You pick your opening and you 
go. When crossing, the cars and buses do not slow down, nor do they stop to allow you to cross if 
you step off the curb. 

• In case you are not aware, Captain’s Walk provides a very convenient trail for our growing 
neighbourhood to get to the waterfront. Problem is that moms with strollers and the elderly with 
canes and walkers have a very difficult time making the ‘Lochside dash’. 

• There is a crosswalk up the street at Frost, but there is no sidewalk, and it is unsafe to walk along 
the road in the bike path to get there to use it. Also, at the picnic table by Captain’s walk, there are 
pavers that have been placed on the grass to make it easier to get across the boulevard, so I am 
sure you folks are aware of the number of people that cross there. 

• Although retired now, I was a Firefighter in Vancouver, where unfortunately I attended too many 
incidents where pedestrians were struck by motor vehicles. Sadly, ped crossing lights and 
crosswalks come after the unfortunate death. 

• Another concern is the lack of lighting the southern portion of the Lochside upper sidewalk. When 
it is dark, it is not an ideal path to walk on as the street is very dark." 

• Very little parking.  It’s getting worse 

• Traffic conditions 

• my best friend rides a scooter, so I witness on an almost daily basis the struggles she encounters 
with the lack of understanding, not only in the curbs but the new businesses with no automatic 
door system and steps, although ramp entrances are available but why not just get rid of those 
damn steps! 

• Deterred by too much to carry and time it takes. 

• Proximity of traffic, particularly ice traffic  

• Some sidewalks are not as wide as others, especially now with emphasis to social distancing. More 
cycling lanes, providing more garbage cans to dispose of animal excrement. 

• Drivers often don’t stop at crosswalks or hurry to make it before pedestrians 

• The crooked pavement 

• The bike paths don’t connect very far I’d like bike lanes on Resthaven.   

• Too much speeding. 30 km is a joke. 

• Pedestrians walk out all down Beacon. It’s a nightmare driving down that road. Intersections and 
stop signs are every second street thus confusing drivers. Poor transportation in Sidney b 

• Inattentive drivers. Many times while crossing at intersections drivers fail to yield to pedestrians. 



 

 

   
  

 

• North-south cycling infrastructure lacking and some distance from destinations or poor 
connections to destinations. 

• I feel unsafe biking especially with my kids. 

• Pedestrians seem inattentive 

• Rough condition of bike trail between Weiler and Ocean next to highway. 

• The unpredictable drivers and pedestrians in Sidney can cause stress.  It is much easier to ride in 
downtown Victoria, mixed with traffic.  The drivers there are alert and predictable.  

• Round-a-bout at Bowerbank and Amelia puts fast moving traffic close, if not on the sidewalk. 
Crossing at Ardwell and Resthaven is dangerous due to fast moving traffic, even with pedestrian 
controlled walk. 

• The likelihood of being hit by a car while riding my bicycle feels very high. Whether it's on the 
Lochside trail alongside the highway (where there is no barrier and I've seen cars go off the road 
and cross the path more times than I'd like), or the lack of bike lanes on side streets to ride with my 
children (they are not smart enough to ride on the road), I just feel uneasy about it. 

• Too many interactions with cars, not enough separation 

• Lack of maintenance on bike path 

• "1. Automobile and truck speeding in residential neighborhoods.  It is crazy that the town speed 
limits on residential streets are set at the same limit as the Arterial Resthaven (50kmh - see Map 5).  
There is no enforcement of speed limits; and no consequence to speeders. 2.There is not a safe 
bicycle route northbound to southbound east of Resthaven. (We have to take 3rd or 5th street and 
it is very unsafe due to parked cars.) 3.I also feel there is a huge problem looming with the e-bikes 
and the speed they travel on mixed use paths. The speed differential is extremely dangerous; ebikes 
cannot be heard as they approach both pedestrians and pedal cyclists at very high speeds." 

• Traffic - too many vehicles, too many people and crosswalks with cars not being able to turn 

• Car traffic heavy so I avoid the roads and take the quieter routes when possible. 

• Biking along Beacon Ave. If I have business to get to on Beacon I’d rather just walk as I feel unsafe 
biking along such a busy route. 

• crowded sidewalks, entitled cyclists, roads blocked by construction in the downtown core. 
Resthaven is a main thoroughfare but in many places, when there are vehicles parked on both 
sides, the road is quite narrow. 

• "Lack of convenient bike racks, and in particular, safe enclosed bike lock-ups. 

• not enough busses 

• Only one route crossing the highway (Beacon) and it’s a nightmare on a bike. Cars don’t share the 
lane like they’re supposed to and traffic coming off the highway doesn’t look for bikes. Headed 
west, traffic entering the highway treat the turn lane like an on ramp. Have seen and experienced 
close calls there A LOT. Drivers on Canora are also horrible. Most people don’t pass with enough 
room. Always getting cut off by people turning from Canora onto E Saanich. (You can’t use the 
Flight Path there if you’re NOT headed onto E Saanich.) This will likely get much worse once 
Amazon opens. Viking traffic at end of day is downright dangerous. If you’re using your bike for 
transportation near the airport, there seems to be an expectation that you should ride on the Flight 
Path but egress/ingress isn’t good, especially if you want to go into Sidney on Beacon and not 
around the airport. Amazon traffic and realignment of Sterling will exacerbate this problem. 



 

 

   
  

 

• The lack of biking infrastructure, especially if you want to take the family for a bike ride.  It's simply 
not safe or friendly enough for a family to bike into (or around) Sidney for an ice cream, or to the 
park for a play. 

• Too many bad drivers 

• So much vehicle traffic and associated noise.  Less pedestrian friendly than it used to be because of 
the traffic.  People with loud vehicles playing loud music or revving engines. Noise bylaws should be 
better enforced to be more people friendly and less car friendly.   

• There are several areas of Sidney with narrow streets and no sidewalks.  These areas also get a lot of 
local walkers and cyclists, so it is a very dangerous situation.  For example, All Bay Rd, and the 
streets south of Roberts Bay. Lack of sidewalks -4 way stop intersections……" 

• Old and unpredictable drivers with unsafe behavior 

• When I get too much stuff (groceries, library books, etc.) and it’s a struggle to walk and carry it all. 
Walking in the pouring rain sucks. Neither of these are things that the Town can fix. It’s annoying 
when there isn’t a sidewalk or there are pieces of “orphaned sidewalk”. There’s a real lack of bike 
racks/parking in town.  

• Having to dodge vegetation over the sidewalks 

• Resthaven Road is much too busy and loud to walk along. Some sidewalks need to be wider. A lot of 
streets only have sidewalks on one side, or even neither.  Resthaven is busy, should have sidewalks 
both sides all along. Resthaven should also have lots of signage for cycle and walk alternatives, 
before we moved here, we rode as tourists grumpily along Resthaven since we didn’t have 
guidance for better routes (3rd, 5th) a few more bike racks along beacon, and along Bevan, would 
be nice and the two way stops on Sidney/ James white bug me as both a cyclist and a motorist, I 
avoid having to cross in either mode. Some places don't have good bike parking:  dickens pub plaza 
sticks bike parking in a deserted corner.  east end of beacon by pier hotel could use a bike rack 

• Sidewalks need to be wider to accommodate 2 scooters or wheelchairs, or a designated 
lane/shareable bike lane.  More driver awareness of wheelchairs/scooters crossing at intersections. 
Many curbs are too high, steeply sloped or not wide enough (for walker users). The newer sidewalk 
designs near recently built condo buildings are wonderful (although the way they encroach into 
roadways at intersections might restrict potential bike lanes) 

• Cars and huge pick-up trucks. Exhaust fumes and noise pollution from vehicles. Excessive vehicle 
speed and drivers who seem inattentive to people travelling by active means.  

• Too much asphalt. Its hard on the feet and knees 

• Driving 

• I use Resthaven Drive every day. It has become a very unsafe road, whether driving or biking, with 
the roadside parking, leaving in effect only one lane in the middle and with the amount of 
increased traffic due to the increase of development density. I used to bike regularly to go to 
Sidney: I have stopped the road becoming way too dangerous. The proliferation of multiple levels 
condo building has destroyed the residential feeling of our part of Resthaven, bringing parking 
issues and walking/biking safety issues. 

• Bad drivers 

• Incompetent and/or unpredictable drivers. 

• Limited parking and a street that becomes a one way makes it difficult to get my car into town to 
walk around. 



 

 

   
  

 

• Side streets clogged with parked cars often narrowing the street making cycling dangerous as you 
navigate traffic as well. 

• Lack of driver awareness and pedestrian controlled crosswalks and lack of access to beachfront 
areas -accessibility issues.  

• Not enough sidewalks. Cars driving too fast on Ardwell, Bowerbank and Resthaven. 

• Busy streets 

• One must be observant as there is a lot of different movement, walkers, drivers, scooters. 

• Dealing with the street parked cars. The town has allowed developers to build developments 
without providing enough contained parking. Now we have streets crammed with parked cars - 
not the owners fault - because the town allowed development with insufficient parking for their 
residents. People need their cars to go to work, appointments etc. Planning and infrastructure 
development has now got to work around this failing of foresight by the town. 

• Traffic is unpredictable.  People just don't look enough -- especially people entering a roadway or 
just getting out of their cars. 

• Dealing with way too many vehicles jammed packed parking on both sides of streets especially on 
main routes in and out of the main core…ie Resthaven dr. 

• Until recently I had no dislikes in this area, but in the past two years I have become very nervous 
approaching intersections and using crosswalks. Drivers are far more aggressive now. 

• Drivers not aware of cyclists and passing to close 

• Whether walking or cycling along Lochside Dr. using the bike lanes and or sidewalks, the speed 
and unsafe driving practices is dangerous.  Using the cross walks at Weiler and Frost are completely 
at your own risk even with flashing lights.  Cars often drift over into the bike lanes while watching 
the view rather than the road.   

• There aren't enough connections across the highway. You can get 'stuck' at the Pat Bay/Beacon 
intersection because there is no clear connection between the bike path on the south west side to 
the east side of the highway (or any sidewalk - you need to cross Beacon from the flight path to get 
on a sidewalk and cross two more intersections to get back on the same side of the road which is 
very inconvenient and feels unsafe). 

• Cars also don't always respect pedestrians/bikers at intersections as well, which feels dangerous - 
often cars roll through 2- or 4- way stops or don't stop at crosswalks to let pedestrians cross or allow 
bikers their turn to proceed across an intersection." 

• Narrow sidewalks. No sidewalks in places. Power poles, fire hydrants obstructing sidewalks. Must be 
extra cautious at intersections (especially Beacon & Seventh). Speeding on Resthaven and Allbay 
Roads. 

• Walking downtown=Beacon Ave- can be tricky because of the crosswalks.  Maybe flashing lights 
installed?  And having to go through traffic to get to Lochshore Trail. 

• The stretch on Resthaven between Bowerbank and McDonald Park is dangerous as it's too narrow 
for the amount of traffic plus on-street parking on both sides. The McDonald Park/Resthaven 
intersection is also dangerous because cyclists and motorists often ignore the stop sign when 
travelling along McDonald Park. The alternate route of the Lochside Trail doesn't connect well at 
the intersection of Beacon and Pat Bay Highway. 

• crossing the highway one more pedestrian crossing bridge needed between beacon and Ardwell 



 

 

   
  

 

• When cyclists don't respect and try to dominate vehicular traffic, choosing to ride abreast instead of 
single file in designated bike lanes. 

• Truck traffic and speeding cars 

• The increasing number of cars and the pollution they create.  The smell and inhaling of their 
exhaust is hazardous to human life and the environment we live in. 

• Sidney is very AUTO-CENTRIC. It is a dangerous town to walk in and discouraging for bicycle safety 
as well. 

• lack of pedestrian controlled cross walks. The intersections of James White and 5th, Resthaven, and 
7th. 

• Pedestrian car intersections are now very unsafe with the and will be even worse with all the 
condominium development. Infrastructure is not improving roads leaving downtown Sidney 
terrible.  

• not enough bike paths 

• other active travelling participants who are not educated, mindful or perhaps just not respectful of 
other participants also using the travelling system 

• I would like to see public paths/routes through the land block of 3rd to 5th Streets and Malaview to 
Henry Avenue. 

• Getting more crowded on sidewalks, especially Resthaven a portion which I have to use to go N - S. 
Too noisy and polluted along Lochside trail section N of Beacon. The waterfront heart walk getting 
crowded even weekdays. I drive to about half my walks in North Saanich or Central Saanich for 
lengthier walks in nature. I learned electric bikes on the Airport Pathway go too fast & don't use 
bells; don’t let ebikes spoil Sidney by sharing pathways with pedestrians. 

• Primarily a factor planners cannot influence, the weather. Secondarily, distance to small   
neighbourhood parks and corner stores. 

• Lack of benches & restrooms 

• Ruts in the pathways. Really bad going from blue walkway overpass north to Community Safety 
bldg.  Also need more lighting now that access has moved closer to that bldg as well.  Very dark.  
But the big ruptures have been highlighted with at least 5 bright different colours in the last 20 yrs 
and only 1 little repair job. I watched a person using a mobility scooter on this path and the scooter 
driver had to manoeuvre thru all those huge cracks and bumps.  Very sad to watch. I have cycled to 
the grocery store using the newly paved path by the soccer field but pedestrians do not appreciate 
it. 

• People speed on resthaven  

• cars, bad drivers, theft and low amount of storage 

• some vehicle traffic goes too fast for the road 

• Watching for vehicles trying to turn right when crosswalk is lit for pedestrians. 

• speed limits for vehicles are far too high.  

• We have a significant amount of construction happening on an almost continual basis. This makes 
it very difficult for cyclists and pedestrians to feel safe. There is so much on street parking in 
neighbourhoods which also makes riding and taking the road as a cyclist very dangerous. 

• Crowded sidewalks; uneven sidewalk surfaces, aggressive and "entitled" cyclists.  



 

 

   
  

 

• Vehicle drivers who do not obey the speed limit and who do not understand four-way stop and 
roundabout procedures; cyclists who do not understand the rules of the road.  Also, there are often 
people in motorized wheelchairs or something equivalent who one minute are on a sidewalk then 
they are on the road.  It makes it very difficult as a vehicle driver or a cyclist to predict what the 
operator will do next.  Surely, moving from sidewalk to road in a motorized mobility aid is not legal. 

• Intermittent sidewalks 

• Having to bike along Resthaven, a so called 'shared' roadway.  It's very busy and some drivers seem 
to be confused as to what sharing the road means.  Most intimidating is the many many parked 
cars along the roadway which limits space.  I am worried about the possibility of a door opening 
with no time to react. 

• Downtown is getting busy, lots of construction blocking off sidewalks. 

• Stop lights 

• Lack of variety of routes and lack of boulevards and width of sidewalks 

• Having to walk out of my way (from Ocean Ave West) to cross the highway at either Beacon or 
Weiler. Once the roundabout and realignment of Stirling/Galaran/Beacon is complete, the distance 
for walking from Ocean Ave west to Beacon will be even more annoying than it already is. Also, 
concern about theft of bicycles while shopping often keeps me from cycling to get groceries when 
what I need would weigh too much for a walking trip. 

• Construction, dramatic increase in population, city people who don't understand what Sidney 
represents and how to behave here.  Council who don't understand what role Sidney plays.  Every 
community does not need to copycat the one next door.  We moved to Sidney for what it was, not 
what Langford or Victoria is.  PLEASE do not think they are doing it better.  THINK before you 
destroy what has made Sidney so special.  Enhance that.  The world does not revolve around bike 
lanes.  They are costly, confusing and serve few.  You as councillors can't have it both ways.  You 
have embraced the high density building to provide "affordable" (haha) housing and now you want 
to cram bike lanes down our throats to try to address the traffic situation.  This is yet another 
example of a small interest group controlling the narrative. 

• Intersections are confusing to drivers and hard to cross when cars and pedestrians are going 
randomly, drivers in Sidney are a bit odd (haha!) 

• No dedicated bicycle lanes protected from motor vehicles. Poor site lines at intersections. Speed of 
motor vehicles. Some of the intersections are more difficult to cross due to increased traffic and 
people speeding. 

• Lack of designated bike lane. This lane could also be used by motorized scooters. When walking on 
a sidewalk, it's alarming to have a silent motorized scooter suddenly appear behind me. 

• The lack of a dedicated bike lane on Resthaven and vehicles routinely passing well within 1 m and 
not giving cyclists adequate space.  Navigating around parked vehicles, particularly on Resthaven in 
front on Resthaven park where vehicle parking is allowed on both side of the street with visual 
limitation from the curve.  

• Traffic at intersections There are no cycle paths on Resthaven but lots of cyclists. I try to avoid 
cycling on Resthaven.  Many cyclists don’t obey the traffic signs. 

• Driving through Sidney usually means trying to find a parking space. I do hope the Town won't 
reverse the one-way on Beacon. 

• Multi use trails beside highway have large roots. Many cars parked on the road and no bike lanes on 
many of these roads.  



 

 

   
  

 

• Bicycles and electric wheelchair scooters on Resthaven have to move into motor vehicle lane at 
corners where sidewalks have been moved toward the middle. Hard to negotiate. Some people on 
electric scooters don't know what side of the road to drive on, or if they should be on sidewalk. 

• I am surrounded by construction. Noise, debris, broken sidewalks - its a mess! Yes, I know, someday 
it will be finished. There needs to be a marked crosswalk or traffic calming measures at Third and 
Mt. Baker. The curve on Mt. Baker from Third to Second is an accident waiting to happen. 

• The previous council [and this one is doing the same] allowed developers to build without enough 
parking stalls. Those of us who are taxpayers, seniors who need a car at times should be granted a 
permit to park in front of their building!!!  

• The 2-hour signage should state that relocating your car in the same area will yield you a ticket. 
How are we supposed to know that?" 

• Often forced to share the road with (bad) car drivers - need more physical barriers, and better road 
paint where bikes/walkers/cars cross paths 

• traffic in Sidney is congested, and trails are not well connected.   

• That there is absolutely no bicycle infrastructure in this town. To call the paths through the parks 
bike lanes is laughable. They are dog walking lanes. The only real bike path in Sidney is the one 
along the highway and it ends abruptly at the north end, forcing you to navigate a blind turn while 
crossing a street. How ridiculous.  And sharows are plain dangerous. almost as dangerous as the 
silly knockouts at crosswalks that force cyclists to push themselves into the traffic. As a cyclist I live 
in constant fear of parked cars opening doors in my face or getting swiped from behind when I 
navigate around these parked cars. " 

• The lack of secure bicycle parking.  This is the main reason that I do not use my bike for errands 
around town - I am afraid my bike would not be where I left it when I leave it out of my sight. 

• Better connectivity of the trail system.  

• Crossing the highway at Beacon Ave.  Impatient drivers. 

• Highway intersection  

• The lack of parking.  We need a parkade for as the large number of condo buildings are completed 
local residents will not be shopping local when parking is an issue. 

• I don't like all the parked cars, narrow roads and the drivers who do not pay attention to bikes and 
pedestrians. I also don't enjoy all the closed sidewalks and roadways because of what seems like an 
endless amount of new housing developments. 

• Tree routes on the cycling/walking paths that border the hwy (thanks for repaving some sections!)  
Lack of space to lock a bicycle.  Some businesses provide racks, but some aren't even bolted to the 
ground.  Walking bikes over the two hwy pedestrian overpasses.  Lights that don't recognize a 
bicycle and have to wait through cycles until a car comes or have to get off bike to press a walk 
signal. 

• Can't think of anything. Active travel in wet or (rarely) snowy weather is not fun.  

• 4 way stops and the ignorance of many residents as to how they work 

• cyclists not stopping for pedestrians at crosswalks and cyclists riding side by side on busy streets 
and crosswalks feel unsafe. Too few bike racks. New housing developments do not have enough 
parking for their residents creating spillover to other residential areas. 

• No separated bicycle lanes and inadequate parking facilities for hikes 



 

 

   
  

 

• COUNCIL FOOLISH CHANGES  

• The use of scooters and motorized equipment that is difficult too navigate on both the streets and 
the sidewalks. The drivers of these mobile assisted devices who do not seem to know the traffic 
patterns or rules of the road. They should require a license and a mental competency test for the 
drovers 

• no bike paths.... crossing highway is not comfortable. 

• The high-speed cars, especially on the bigger roads like Beacon 

• The industrial park side I live in has little to no sidewalks, and it doesn’t feel safe to walk along roads, 
worried about my kids playing outside because the speed motorists drive over here, large trucks etc 

• Bonehead drivers stopping/parking in bike lanes; drivers lacking awareness and courtesy in sharing 
the roadway; cyclists without regard for their responsibility sharing roadways. 

• Sidewalk on only one side of Resthaven Drive. When I take my dogs for a walk I'm forced to cross 
the street because there's no sidewalk on my side and drivers think Resthaven is a highway!! I feel 
like I'm risking my life just to go for a walk! 

• Not sure all people driving are ok going by bikes. Either hesitant or waaay too fast and close. Not 
sure people are going to stop at intersections (stop signs don't seem effective in some places I go). 
Streets are narrow and cute and there is lots of parking, but they are narrow, full of cars that can 
open doors without warning. 

• Sidewalk obstructions and people who object to mobility scooters 

• Excessive speed of vehicles on Resthaven. 

• Heavy traffic  

• Hard to get safely into downtown Sidney by Bike…worried about cars. Lack of bike lanes. Lack of 
secure place to put my bike at destination " 

• 1. Crossing the highway. With the current very unsafe intersection, I actually drive over to East 
Sidney, park and then walk from there. Crossing the highway is an unsettling experience, especially 
if ferry traffic is going by.  2. Ferry traffic - noise, smell 3. Congestion at intersection of Beacon/Hwy - 
often encounter multiple light waits to cross from West Sidney. The congestion at Stirling adds to 
this.  

• The rude dangerous drivers.  

• The lochside trail should have a Barrier separating the high speed traffic  

• Rush hour 

• Should be a bus stop by Save-On - Foods for bus 88 

• Old people impediments. Hahaha, joking… 

• no designated bike lanes on streets 

• 1. SPEED : traffic speeding, particularly on Resthaven Drive (which can not always be avoided when 
biking) - Resthaven is long and straight: the drivers need to be obliged to slow down: possible 
solutions: 1) narrow streets at crosswalks - 2) more visible crosswalks (color, paint) - 3) pedestrian 
controlled flashlights - 4) wider sidewalks and removal of parking on either side of the crosswalk. I 
keep being concerned about the intersection Calvin/Resthaven where my kids and I cross almost 
every day: drivers come speeding from north or south 2. VISIBILTY: reduced visibility due to 
increasing number of vehicles parked on the street Examples: Tsehum harbour - new constructions 
in front of Melville Park - increasing numbers of duplex or townhouses with no or short driveways 



 

 

   
  

 

(residents or guests must park on the street) 3. TRAFFIC: increasing traffic, probably due to high 
number of construction 4. LACK OF BIKELANES or BIKEPATHS 5. LACK OF BIKERACKS at the main 
supermarkets (just room for 2 or 3 bikes at Fairways and Save-on-Foods)" 

• Drivers aren’t always aware of pedestrians, paths need better upkeep (bike path from Weiler to 
beacon is terrible) 

• Sometimes unsafe walking across the street on crosswalks. I've almost have gotten hit a few times. 

• Lack of bike paths in the actual city and with parking on streets you need to be right in traffic.  

• Congestion growing at Beacon and Pat Bay intersection. Also the intersection at Beacon and 7th St.  

• Beacon Ave crazy for biking. Stupid bulging sidewalks get in the way. Car drivers DO NOT respect 
bikers. Rarely share lanes along 5th, for example, and often squeeze riders out on streets, like Third, 
that stupidly allow parking on both sides. 

• lack of sidewalks, sidewalks inconsistent and poorly maintained and sidewalks blocked by poles 
make it often necessary to walk on the street ...in addition commuter cars parked on lawns and 
residential streets often make visibility an issue. Lochside trail south of Tulista (and whoever is 
responsible for it) should be maintained as a two-way accessible pathway. It gets more and more 
treacherous all the time. Lack of public washrooms north of Beacon Ave make going for long walks 
almost impossible. this limits the amount of local walking tour groups that can access our town.  

• Seeing other riders who are giving law-abiding riders a bad reputation. I ALWAYS stop at a stop 
sign or a red light. I see the vast majority of riders don't even slow down. 

• FYI, the Lochside Trail where it meets the Weiler Ave Footbridge is in need of repair.  A section near 
McDonald Park Drive was in much better shape yet it was recently fixed.  I now bike on the wrong 
side of the trail due to the bumps near the Weiler Footbridge. I also don't bike in downtown Sidney 
because of the lack of dedicated bike lanes and number of tricky four way stops.  I find it too 
dangerous and land up taking circuitous routes to get to my destinations. 

• rain, icy conditions in the winter. 

• I’m not comfortable cycling around Sidney on any of the main or busy roads because of the 
proximity to so many vehicles travelling quickly past me. 

 

 

Q20. What are your big ideas for improving active transportation within Sidney? 

Big ideas for active transportation in Sidney included improving sidewalk connectivity to include 
mobility aids, making Beacon Avenue a pedestrian priority corridor, widening the waterfront pathway 
and supplying end-of-trip facilities and e-bike chargers. A full list of big ideas is included below:  

• Sidewalks everywhere would make walking more of a pleasure and a safer activity. 

• I would like to see improvements on the northside trail creating a barrier between the highway 
traffic and the pedestrians it makes me feel uncomfortable knowing how many children and 
people walk along that path on a daily basis metres from car is travelling up to 100 km an hour  

• Build all new sidewalks to a wider standard to accommodate side-by-side walking and allow for 
more space to navigate around people. Even just a foot wider would help. Make the intersection at 
5th and Malaview a 4-way stop with full crosswalks. Stop residences from expanding their yards 
onto city space. This reduces parking, narrows streets and makes it harder to walk in comfort. For 
example, the west side of 5th beyond Malaview has many homeowners placing large rocks, trees 
and gardens right up to the road." 



 

 

   
  

 

• Wider waterfront walking path that has better drainage during bouts of heavy weather. More 
consistent sidewalks on all side streets. More bike parking downtown. Automatically sensored bike 
triggers for busy intersections (like they have at McKenzie and Borden on the Lochside trail). 

• have a large Downtown covered bike parking lot on that wasted open space in front of Town Hall. 
Have CCTV so people safe leaving their bikes there. Have bike repair station, air pump for tires and 
washrooms. 

• have similar bike lot at Tulista Park and Mary Winspear (or close to wear the new Transit exchange 
will be) 

• have bike paths that have physical divider from car traffic. 

• have bike racks at all parks and more at community spaces. 

• consult with people who are blind and those with mobility challenges." 

• I think having more rest areas would be nice, that way people can participate more in walking and 
riding their bike because they know along the route they can rest when needed. I also like the idea 
of increasing walking routes and awareness." 

• Consistent 4 way stops and additional roundabouts. 

• More restrooms outside the downtown Sidney core 

• Lower speed limits. ENFORCED speed limits. Enforced safe driving 

• 1. A cycling safety month (May), with full cooperation of the Police force to educate and instruct 
cyclists on their rights and responsibilities. 2. Large painted lettering, curb level, at the downtown 
intersections instructing pedestrians to ""STOP, Look Left, Look Right."" 3.Consult with actual 
cyclists, not just traffic planners, on preferred routing in and around Sidney. 4. Signage at the 
streets signs indicating that there is a connecting pathway (Ginnel) to another street from the one 
entered (Victoria has many of these signs)." 

• Just to make sure that active transportation includes everyone  

• Lighting around airport path (especially from Canora, Stirling way, through to Beacon Ave), adding 
garbage cans to West Sidney, better lighting along Canora, better lighting between McTavish 
roundabout, down lochside through to Weiler Avenue for runners, walkers and cyclists.   

• More lighting on trails  

• More lighting on trails and controlling street parking on some side streets so there is room to walk 
on one side while cars are parked on the other side of the street.  

• Please run a pathway from Beacan Ave West down alongside Pat Bay that connects to Ocean Ave 
W and the Weiler overpass. Making it large enough to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists 
would be awesome. 

• Turn Beacon between 2nd and fifth into a pedestrian mall, get out of the American-must-drive 
mode. 

• Continuity of walking trails  

• Slow traffic down 

• need for streetlights at busy intersections 

• Better traffic control and better control at crosswalks. Fining those who don't follow the rules of the 
road on their bikes.  

• link up the gaps in the sidewalks. Repair side walks, some are very bumpy and its easy to trip. 



 

 

   
  

 

• More options to park a bike. Doing something about traffic rule violation, education on rules. Just 
because a car is bigger and faster doesn’t mean the cyclist has to wait. As well a cyclist isn’t allowed 
to cross intersections at their choosing expecting everyone else to wait. 

• Consider some separated bike lanes from Lochside to the shopping areas. We do all shopping in 
Sidney by bike, and it’s not easy to connect Thrifty’s to Sidney Bakery to Beacon Brewing to Royal 
Aroma (mmmm) etc.  

• wider sidewalks close to downtown between Henry avenue and Ocean avenue all streets in this 
area should have sidewalks on at least one side if not both sides of road  

• See above.  

• More small transit buses within Sydney 

• Ban right turns on red. Ban parking on downtown streets and make Cycle lanes instead. A 
neighbourhood bus to keep traffic away from downtown. A defined pedestrian area e.g. Beacon 
from 4th or 3rd to the waterfront 

• Leveling the sidewalks. Putting in sidewalks where there are none. Take all bikes of the sidewalk. 
Not much you can do about the bad drivers!!  

• With the population growth in Sidney, having more than one bus stop for the #70 and #72 bus 
routes makes sense.   Not everyone lives within a 3-block radius of the current 5th and Beacon bus 
stop or the stop a block away at 5th and Sidney Ave.   

• Teach people how to drive...and stop. Especially 4 way. 

• Have more bollard bike racks in front of more businesses so people feel safer being in viewing 
distance of their bike. Have more pedestrian/cyclist activated crossings. Have a proper north/south 
bike lane going through the middle of the town. 

• shut down Beacon to car traffic; create a pedestrian zone for peds or slow bikers ; expand parking at 
the perimeter of our town and encourage other options. 

• Fix lochside trail between Ocean and Weiler.  Build pedestrian overpass at Beacon and Highway.  
Make a proper bike path on Henry for kids to get to Sidney Elementary.  

• police enforcement in the intersections. Would like to see a pedestrian/bike bridge over the 
highway at the Highway/Beacon Avenue intersection.   

• Active transport is perfect, it does not need extra infrastructure.  

• Better lighting on the Lochside sidewalk and a crosswalk at Captain's walk. 

• Need some ride share or a cheaper ride to Sidney. The cost of taxi to get around is unbelievable 

• Incentives… rebates, charging stations and bike racks for e-bikes 

• not sure if this "qualifies" but would love to feel safer crossing the highway to access the walk 
around the airport.    

• More enforcement of traffic and parkin 

• I would have a shuttle bus that takes you from the Mary Winspear parking down Beacon so you can 
hop on and hop off. Not everyone can do the walk. Trying to find a parking spot is becoming a 
headache with all of the construction workers taking up the spots.   

• More bike lanes, lighting on the bike path that is parallel with pat bay highway 

• Please do not do bike lanes like Victoria. More lights at intersections  



 

 

   
  

 

• Have walking areas only. Along James white and Nevan pit stop signs at every street that crosses 
those streets.  

• Install sidewalks in areas where there are none. Provide more marked crossings. I think there 
should be pedestrian lights on Henry and Third.  

• North of Beacon, east-west connectors to Lochside Trail with separated facilities. 

• We need bike lanes, especially along Resthaven. 

• Can't think of any. 

• a dedicated bike lane, physically separated 

• Encourage Sidney bound traffic to use the highway and not Resthaven drive.  

• More streetlights (although heaven forbid not the highly contested super bright ones) on side 
streets would be nice, particularly for walking at night. Sidney feels very safe, but visibility makes it 
even safer. More clearly marked bike paths and lanes would be go a long way toward encouraging 
me personally to bike with my family (or, honestly, on my own), as would a fence alongside the 
highway and Lochside trail.  

• More separated and protected paths on main routes with access to shops and services, not just for 
leisure. Sidewalks on all residential streets  

• More residential sidewalks 

• 1. Construct and promote some traffic calmed streets that favour pedal cyclists. 2.Something needs 
to be done to remove/reduce or calm traffic along Bowerbank between Piercy and Mills. People 
drive at ridiculous speeds (much faster than the posted 30kmh) down the entire length of 
Bowerbank, but especially near the Rathdown children's playground. There are many school 
children that use Bowerbank to commute to and from the schools on bicycles. The traffic circle at 
Amelia is not working as most drivers don't understand the rules for right-of-way and there are 
several incidents everyday. The circle is little more than obstacle avoidance training for some high-
speed commuters, especially around the times people are going to or from school. As part of future 
planning I think focusing on a major 2 lane pedal bicycle route with bumpouts and other obstacles 
such as speed bumps would help calm traffic but still allow Bowerbank to serve as a low speed, two 
lane collector. Bowerbank also sees heavy commercial truck traffic throughout the day. The traffic 
needs to be encouraged to return to Resthaven.  

• Protected bike parking. From theft, not rain. Education for riders, new and old... difference between 
pedal assist bicycle and motor only. Implement incentives for no vehicle buildings for multi 
housing. Pay parking on streets for vehicles, will encourage more to make the switch to walking or 
cycling. Encourage the bicycle industry for delivery to residents with mobility or other issues, 
(groceries, prescriptions, etc.) keeping cars off the road. We have to get to the point of less vehicles 
for so many reasons. Bike lanes would be great, but I can see a transition period that may get ugly 
between drivers and cyclists or walkers. I still think it has to happen. 

• Protected bike lanes along either Beacon or Bevan. North/South routes feel safe to bike (Lochside, 
First St, pathway behind Mary Windspear), but there is no easy way to connect East/West when 
running errands. The addition of bike racks on Beacon is nice, but I don’t feel safe enough riding 
east on Beacon from west Sidney to use them.  

• Ensure the crosswalks and stop lines are well painted and visible. Enforce traffic laws, we overlook a 
4-way stop intersection and only 1 in 5 cars slows down, let alone stops. Enforce traffic laws for 
cyclists as well. As a pedestrian, I should not have to worry about being hit by a cyclist; they go too 



 

 

   
  

 

fast for the pathways and run stop signs. It would also be nice to have more public washrooms and 
better signage for where the washrooms are.  the bathroom in Tulista Park is pretty gross. 

• Free touring shuttle around town would be nice 

• bike lanes on Canora/Beacon would be good and provide a safer connection with downtown. 

• Clearing of sidewalk on Canora when it snows needs to be addressed. Most residents clear the 
sidewalk but businesses and the Town (where the sidewalk borders KELSET Creek Park) don’t 
bother 

• We need a proper bike lane along Lochside, through Sidney, and down To NS middle school/ 
Parkland for a north-south route.  A path close the water, would be great, or maybe down 5th.  We 
then also need a couple connected for east-west.  Ideally Beacon would be much friendlier for 
walking and biking too.  If we were to be bold, we should close off Beacon East of 5th to cars, and 
really open the road for walking and biking, with better space for store/cafe patios." 

• Elect a new mayor and council 

• Electric busses, the diesel ones are too noisy and smelly, not pedestrian friendly.  Close off beacon 
avenue to car traffic on weekends, make it more like a plaza setting for pedestrians.  

• More sidewalks!!  

• Sidewalk for Allbay Rd and other similar roads where pedestrians are now forced to walk on the 
road in traffic. A safe structure for crossing the outlet of Mermaid Creek. " 

• raised speed bump pedestrian crossings, lighting along sidewalks on beacon-bike lane, wider 
awnings along the store fronts on beacon. This will give more protection from the elements while 
walking. 

• Please put in a pedestrian crossing light on Resthaven at Malaview. Crossing here in the 
dark/winter can be tricky. More street trees to provide shade would be nice. Please work with the 
harbour authority to open the bathrooms at the park along Resthaven. These should be open seven 
days a week from first thing in the morning (8am?) until evening (7 or 8pm).  It would be great to 
have more small bike racks scattered around town. The big rack that’s been installed by Buddies 
Toys is okay, but it’s not useful if going to a business in another area. As a cyclist I want to lock up 
my bike as close to my destination as possible so I can keep an eye on it to reduce the risk of theft, 
and to reduce walking. " 

• No big idea, just keep the sidewalks clear - including the width and overhead 

• Reduce /stop densification that adds to traffic on Resthaven before it turns into a highway. Consider 
making a pedestrian only zone the last block of Beacon down to the pier. Save the pier! 

• more connections off road. more 4 way stops. make eg 5th or 3rd bike routes using traffic circles to 
moderate motor vehicle use, and provide signage.  bigger idea: not just circles, but diversions (cut 
nonlocal traffic).  get rid of that wretched two way stop at 5th and malaview.  I guess it would need 
to be a traffic circle, a four-way stop would be dangerous since everyone “knows” it, needs physical 
infrastructure if it changes. 

• signage for a west of resthaven cycle route, its complicated (pleasant, melissa, siddall, passthough 
somewhere to james white, what…?). e.g., signage for bowerbank as the preferred cycle route if you 
don’t want to ride by the motorway.  (Then when traffic merits, things like traffic calming as needed 

• improve cycle along Melissa: widen path and mazes (trailer or cargo bikes don't fit, i reckon the 
mazes are there to protect children from zipping into the street, so not good to remove them) 



 

 

   
  

 

• There are too many cars parked on the streets in Sidney - especially on residential streets nearest 
Beacon Ave.  Suggest charging for street parking decals, assigning designated parking lots for 
visitors.  Pedestrian mall on Beacon, from Fifth Street to the pier.  More bike lanes, shareable with 
scooters/wheelchairs  

• Less cars driving through residential neighbourhoods. Traffic calming measures, including 
implementing protected bike and pedestrian lanes. One-way streets. Raised crosswalks. Creating 
access to Pat Bay Highway south at the Coop Gas Station to help keep cars from driving through 
residential areas.  

• Better and more safe bike lanes. More trails. 

• Overpass at Beacon and Pat Bay Highway NOW 

• Address increased parking and traffic on Resthaven. Develop safe bike routes from the north 
toward Sidney Centre. 

• More off-street pathways 

• More longer-term free parking in a central location so that there's less of a reason to drive around. 

• More parking off street. You have a huge empty lot at the Anacortes ferry terminal sitting idle now 
for two years. Make use of it! 

• have pedestrian-controlled crosswalks on Sidney Avenue. Thru traffic never stops, takes forever to 
cross there or people think there is a four way and stop so you go only to have them realize it's not 
and proceed once you're already on the crosswalk. Especially as someone in a wheelchair most cars 
can't see me down low and I've almost been hit with my dogs several times.  It's bad enough as it is 
but will get worse as the new condos fill.  

• Maximum 40km/h speed limit in city limits. More sidewalks. More crosswalks. For example, it's crazy 
that there isn't a crosswalk from the Shoal Centre to the park across the street. We could also use a 
crosswalk on the west side of the intersection of Beacon/Seventh (Thrifty over to Winspear Centre). 
That whole part of downtown is hostile to walking, because so much car traffic is forced to use 
Beacon to access the Pat Bay Highway. We should lobby the province to make McDonald Park 
Road/Pat Bay Highway a full intersection. This would allow people in the north part of town to drive 
to Victoria without causing congestion on Beacon, allowing Beacon between the highway and Fifth 
to be made much more pedestrian friendly, instead of a high speed car corridor. 

• Requirement frontage improvements as condition of development including widening sidewalks, 
accommodating on street cycle route. 

• Better parking options so there aren't so many drivers endlessly looking for parking spots.  

• Make portions of Beacon car free 

• Solve the street parked car issue without impacting the vehicle owners then all ideas and plans are 
possible. 

• Close off Beacon Avenue from Fifth to First and in the closed off section have many bike racks and 
specific coloured, separate lanes for walking and riding (like Amsterdam).  Allow businesses 
(particularly cafes) to operate outside so people can see their bikes and enjoy the fresh air. 

• If bike travel were easy and safe I could use a bike now and then transition to a mobility scooter if 
and when necessary. (This is not exactly a Big Idea.) 

• Don’t allow future building without provision of proper parking by developers. This will help 
alleviate bumper to bumper parking on both sides of roadways. 



 

 

   
  

 

• Traffic enforcement and a coherent street sign system. Both these items are lacking. Also, it is time 
to do away with sandwich boards. There are several pinch points on Beacon which become 
crowded and impassable at times; sandwich boards don't help. 

• Slow vehicle traffic speed down!!  especially in areas with bike lanes on both sides of the road, 
angled parking, parks and playgrounds. It is only a matter of time before a pedestrian or cyclist is 
killed on Lochside Dr!!   

• Add more dedicated or separated bike lanes 

• Add a crosswalk on the south side of the Beacon/Pat Bay highway 

• Make storm drains and utility covers more bike friendly (these seems to usually be in bike lanes and 
can be very dangerous for cyclists) or consider relocating bike paths/new drains to avoid this in the 
future 

• Extend the waterfront walkway north 

• Include laneways (like in the Orchard Road area) as part of active transportation routes 

• Bike valets/ bike lockers would add more security (I would love to get an e-bike but I wouldn't feel 
comfortable locking it to a regular bike rack)" 

• Address the issues outlined above. 

• Remove on-street parking on one-side of Resthaven beyond Bowerbank. Improve enforcement of 
the intersection at Resthaven/McDonald Park. Improve the intersection at Beacon/Pat Bay 
Highway for cyclists. 

• separate walking and bike paths 

• A MAJOR concern is traffic flow at the 4-way stop at 5TH & BEVAN: THERE SHOULD BE A TRAFFIC 
LIGHT HERE! It's a no-brainer, no matter what the cost! Very often traffic gets backed up on 5th as 
far as Orchard Avenue because of drivers and pedestrians not sure when it's their turn to cross, or 
pedestrians making last-minute decisions to just cross no matter what. 

• Teach people that driving too close to cyclists is dangerous. 

• The community bus service is a sham.  It basically serves Butchart Gardens to and from the ferry.  
There are huge areas of Sidney that are not serviced by any transit.  Sidney is basically a retirement 
town and the condos being built here are attracting retired people from areas other than Sidney, 
and they ALL bring their cars.  If Sidney wants to get these elderly people out of their cars then a 
dependable, local community bus service is required.  However, I won't hold my breath. 

• We need bus passenger and pedestrian rain shelters and comfortable seating. Better street 
lighting; speed limit enforcement and no parking near intersections and crosswalks. more 
pedestrian controlled cross walks  

• Diverting some cars away from Resthaven would be good for me but probably not practical.  

• Bicycle lanes on major streets 

• Dangerous intersections Bevan/ Fifth. And Bevan/ First weds lights. Lochside drive worsening as 
single lane and more traffic as condominium buildings increase. No sidewalks for pedestrians (bike 
ad pedestrians dangerous).  Highway needs overpass for pedestrians and ramps for the busiest 
intersection Beacon and main highway.  

• Parking ongoing problem.  

• more bike paths and lit pathways 



 

 

   
  

 

• education of the population on the courtesy of sharing the travel system. Doesn’t cost as much as 
redoing the system that now exists 

• It is fine as it is.  Do not waste any money changing anything! 

• Please see my response to the previous question.  Bike lanes on 3rd, 5th Street and Resthaven 
would be great." 

• 1. Make waterfront pathway from Heart Walk N end to Amherst kayak launch. Smooth path / pave if 
must from Heart Walk Eastview Park to S end. 2. Add benches, shade trees at access roads along 
Lochside trail N of Beacon, put hedges between trail & highway for a good N-S route. Might use bus 
if pullouts  there; if going to Victoria usually have too much to carry. 3. More people carry groceries 
along Resthaven, widen sidewalk; stores could make small deliveries to marinas/apartment 
buildings on designated day. 4. Keep mobility scooters off sidewalks, isn't room for current foot 
traffic. 5. Reduce clutter on Beacon & Resthaven sidewalks. More patio dining on side streets, feels 
festive outdoors. 6. Don't let Sidney be a pilot project for micro mobility devices, already see them 
zipping dangerously through traffic. 7. If plan is to reduce parking on residential streets, let us PAVE 
some lawn. 8. Willing to go from 2 vehicle household to 1 if could easily rent a car 2 times/wk and 
was near. Next time will buy  electric car, can't see doing without. Meanwhile we carpool lots, multi 
task. For fewer cars--bus NS residents to Sidney services then return trip bus Sidney residents to NS 
for nature/golf. 9. Parents dropping off kids at school on way to work is not a luxury until able to 
bike/bus, be home alone before/after; schools could assist with carpool arrangements. 10. Some 
people never learned to ride a bike with gears; offer lessons? 

• Upgrade or improve pathways, extend the beach walkway to the north wherever possible 

• Now that I am a senior walker with limited sensory ability, my ideas for active transportation are 
most focussed on the needs of that category of users. Formally when I was a cyclist my big ideas 
were for making cycling more accessible. But, there is not room in one survey to talk about the 
needs of both categories. This comment focusses on ways to get more seniors sufficiently confident 
to walk more.  It would be good for their health and the community. In their late 70s or 80s a large 
proportion of Canadian seniors (including a large proportion of Sidney residents) need to make a 
transition out of the car-driver mode of thinking.  During our working lives, hop in the car, becomes 
an automatic thought when one needs anything outside the home. It's at the point of that 
transition, that public policy initiatives could intervene and assist seniors to realize they can meet 
some of their needs without a motorized vehicle. I believe proximate destinations help people to 
get out and walk. When it is easier to put on walking shoes than to get in a vehicle, more people 
will do it. Corner parks and small playgrounds, corner coffee houses and milk stores (as I have seen 
in some livable cities) encourage seniors to come and relax. They also make it easier for mothers to 
bring small children and play. Both groups benefit from the socialization and fresh air. 

• In town talk there is frequent mention of uses of mobility aids if we are building bicycle path and 
users of mobility scooters should also have A lane or share a lane with bicycle users because 
sidewalks are not adequately wide for more than pedestrians and those who use a walker. 

• I like the active transportation idea.  Great for getting people out and moving.  BUT if I understand 
correctly there is a plan to put bike lanes thru our town via 5th St as it’s a continuance of Lochside 
Dr. This would enable a lot of large bike groups riding/racing thru our town on a 40km ride to 
terrorize or just plain piss off our locals. They are not coming to shop on their bikes or make any 
large purchases so why would we want any part of this.  At the most they may enjoy a few 
frequents at a coffee shop.   

• 30 km throughout, speed traps 



 

 

   
  

 

• slow cars down near schools so kids can cycle safely, provide more covered storage/racks 

• More bike and walking trails 

• More pedestrian only streets with vehicle access for businesses. Shuttle from Mary Winspear 
parking to lessen vehicles in downtown 

• 1.  increase the no parking distance around crosswalks. 2. Extend the 30 kph area of the speed limits 
in downtown core 3.  reduce speed limit in rest of Sidney to 40 kph 4. Enforce the 24-hour parking 
limit. Increase public awareness on how to report parking infractions. Far too many vehicles are left 
parked for extended periods of time. 

• Sidney should become a pilot town for allowing alternate electric devices like scooters, skateboards, 
and one wheels.  

• Sidney Elementary School desperately needs attention in this area. The school does not have 
sufficient parking spots or drop off zones. The parking and vehicle traffic is crazy at drop off and 
pick up time. This makes it much more difficult for families to feel safe sending their students as 
walkers or wheelers to school. I would like to see main Corridors have only parking on one side of 
the road. For example third Street and fifth Street. It is difficult with parking on both sides of the 
road. Dedicated bike lanes would be best! I would also like to see something safer along Resthaven 
Avenue. I feel very unsafe having my children use this important road.  I wonder if there is a way to 
make Beacon Avenue more bicycle friendly? I am in the practice of dismounting and becoming a 
pedestrian. But I wonder if a dedicated bike lane could be added? The bike path along the Pat Bay 
Highway has the same uneven areas due to root growth as it did over 30 years ago when I was a 
child. Could it be resurfaced? Are there any E bike charging stations? If not could we get some? 

• Wider sidewalks, not just on Beacon. Specified bike lanes on secondary streets not on main streets. 
re-educate spandex cyclists to rules of the road.  

• A locally operated bus that allows pedestrians to go on and off as needed, for one stop or a couple, 
whatever they need to move about Sidney.  As the population of Sidney continues to increase the 
number of vehicles will become unmanageable.  There needs to be an alternative for those who live 
in Sidney and are not able or who don't want to walk a few blocks to do errands or for activities. 

• Fixing the existing pathways is great (Lochside trail for one).  Crossing the highway at Beacon and 
17 is scary whether biking or walking.  Extending the bike lane through the traffic circle (by the 
international ferry?) onto 5th street would also be great.  Limit street parking along Resthaven and 
provide a designated bike lane.  

• More bike paths that are continuous.  

• No more bike lanes catering to out of Sidney cyclists. Stop taking local area to provide bike lanes for 
people that do not live in Sidney. create a road cross-section that has boulevards to feel more 
protected from traffic.  have trails and cycle paths that are inter-connected.  wider sidewalks 
without hydro poles in the middle of sidewalks - the sidewalks are for pedestrians and not utility 
corridors 

• A paved path along the west side of the highway south of Beacon at least as far as Ocean, but 
maybe even to McTavish. Extend the path on the east side as well. Another overpass (or two!) for 
pedestrians and bicycles somewhere between the 2 existing ones but closer to Beacon." 

• Hop on hop off system that serves the residents of Sidney.  A trolly cruising the neighbourhoods.  
This system is proven.  No new road work required.  Novel on the island and would appeal to 
tourists and locals alike.  If you want people to leave their cars at home, you must offer something 
fun, convenient and inexpensive as an alternative.  How about a left advance on the light at Mills Rd 



 

 

   
  

 

and the highway instead of another roundabout.  Amazon chose that building site, why are we 
paying for road improvements to accommodate their traffic?  I am pretty certain that cost would 
fall to me if I were building a business.  I can't even get a pothole filled by you. 

• bike paths. They don’t even have to be separated (although that’s ideal). Some painted lines on 
bevan / james white blvd would be nice. Painted lines on Beacon ave would be nice too. Its 
impossible to bike on Beacon without taking the entire lane since you have to be on the side of an 
active lane and there are cars using that lane and parked cars beside you with doors being thrown 
open 

• Keep plenty of parks and rest stops Move the yellow parking line back from Zebra Crossings. Lower 
the speed limit and monitor it 

• A network of connected protected bike lanes on major streets such as Resthaven and Beacon and 
Fifth St south of Beacon that will allow all ages and abilities to bike safely and comfortably to shops, 
schools etc. in Sidney. Separate sidewalks from the road with boulevards planted with ornamental 
trees to provide shade and cleaner air and safety for pedestrians" 

• More controlled crosswalks ie more stop signs or flashing lights on busy side roads. Possibly less on 
street parking. 

• Separate designated lanes for active transportation. 

• See throughout but in summary: 1) railing installations at Resthaven & Allbay sidewalk on the 
northbound (east) curve. 2) cyclist and sharrow re-painting. 3) dedicated bike lane on Resthaven. 4) 
parking on one side of Resthaven at Resthaven Park only to give more room for cyclists.  

• People need to park their bikes and scooters in secure locations. Some restaurants have figured this 
out and you can see your bike while eating. Not so for grocery shopping or stopping and walking 
down Beacon.  

• adding more parking spaces on the outskirts so people can park and walk. Have a shuttle bus of 
some kind so those driving and parking can get a ride to the stores. I also have suggested at times 
to have those wheelie carts that they have in grocery stores available for those driving and parking 
so they can carry their purchases more easily. 

• A pedestrian over pass at Beacon and the highway and bike lane everywhere.  

• Driver education mandatory for active transport vehicle drivers, especially electric scooter drivers. 

• A hop-on hop-off trolley/tram from first to seventh st 

• I would really like to see a youth pass for bc transit. a lot of us can’t drive yet because we’re not old 
enough and even for those of us that are with gas prices rising we are all trying to drive less. most of 
us don’t have 45 dollars to spend every month for a bus pass and i find it is a barrier when it comes 
to everyday transportation. 

• Car-free Beacon! Open the space up like Government St downtown 80 painted crosswalks spread 
over 40 km of sidewalk isn't nearly enough - why spend $50K on a concrete sidewalk then cheap 
out on the last $500? If the street can justify sidewalks it should get painted crossings too 

• Allow registered golf carts that can accommodate 2 people.  We had them in Arbutus Ridge 50 plus 
community.  It saved a lot of gas, idling cars, improved parking and they are extremely cost efficient 
to own and run.  With the demographics in Sidney many could stop using a car as they are perfect 
for short hauls.  They are easy and safe to drive.  If Sidney incorporated golf cart parking into public 
space, they could double the access.  Year round and don't have the seniors stigma that the 1 
person seniors scooters have. In cooler months the winterized doors can be added so they are 



 

 

   
  

 

useful year-round.  I have photos of my cart if you’d like one.  If there is anything I miss, its my golf 
cart." 

• build on EXISTING bicycle paths and walking trails. Please, please don't put bike lanes on main 
streets (resthaven) as these are used daily for emergency vehicles.  that drawing of bicycle paths on 
either side of Resthaven makes me cringe.  Good luck with two fire trucks ambulance and 
emergency vehicles meeting a bicycle trying to get around parked cars.  Maybe some more bicycle 
parking downtown Sidney as it's popular destination for weekend cyclists.  The outdoor summer 
food truck at Mitchells is popular, would be great to have something similar.  Perhaps use the 
closed anacortes ferry terminal as a space.  

• I like to walk IN Sidney but if I have to walk first TO and BACK Sidney would be too strenuous for my 
ability. (I have a muscle condition) You should add public transit to your plan; make it free to use the 
bus to downtown Sidney for Sidney residents so they don't have to pay $5 for the 10 minutes drive! 
(it's the same amount if I took the same bus all the way to Victoria) If this is available, I would not 
have to use my car to go to Sidney to visit Tanners or shop at Moden. 

• What's so hard about limiting parking to one side of the street throughout the town? That would 
open the other side for proper protected bike and mobility scooter lanes that could crisscross the 
town. Town bylaws dictate that there must be two parking spaces on the private property of a 
single family dwelling and three if there is a suite. In addition most people have garages. Are the 
people who oppose this saying that three or four parking spaces per dwelling is not sufficient and 
they have to park on both sides of the street? In 2022? Really? Side benefit: Making it safe for 
seniors to use their mobility scooter would probably reduce the traffic downtown by 20 or 30 
percent. We are truly in the dark ages when it comes to modern transportation here in Sidney. 
There are endless examples around the world we could follow. We have the weather. We have the 
terrain. We could be so great! Instead we look ridiculous. Let's wake up and smell the flowers...  

• I am happy to walk around Sidney on the roads as they are.  We have wondered why there are so 
many areas of partial sidewalks in Sidney - sidewalks that are present for a few metres then stop, 
perhaps to restart many more metres down the road.  We have wondered if the very nice seawalk 
could be extended to the north, but that is not a big concern.  Personally, I would rather see 
attention paid to making bicycle use more convenient and safer for both the rider and the bicycle 
(against theft). I prefer cycling, but there are essentially no bicycle parking facilities that leaves me 
feeling secure enough to use my bike for errands.  Therefore, I use it only for exercise. Thank you for 
offering this survey!" 

• I would like to see the bike trail that runs parallel with the Pat Bay Highway extended south Weiler 
Avenue and reconnect with the Lochside Drive trail closer to the roundabout. Perhaps connect at 
Bakerview? Although beautiful, some people might want to bypass the waterfront along Lochside 
Drive to get to and from downtown Sidney faster with less congestion.  Lochside can be quite busy 
sometimes on the waterfront trail.  

• Pedestrian/bike overpass connecting Lochside trail to the Flight Path.  Flight path could be 
extended along Beacon Ave. Also, add more ""Single File"" signs to let drivers know that cycling in 
the middle of the road is acceptable. 

• Overpass at oat bay highway intersection  

• I do not agree with bike lanes on all the roads.  Have one main artery in each direction with bike 
lanes. 

• Complete the maintenance on Lochside Trail where tree roots make cycling challenging and not 
enjoyable. Separate cyclists from the cars. One way to achieve this is to construct a cycling path to 



 

 

   
  

 

the main part of downtown Sidney from the residential areas to the north. Resthaven is too narrow 
a road for on street parking and cycling. 

• Taller railings on the pedestrian overpasses to allow bikes to be safer when riding over them.  Bike 
activated traffic lights.  More bike racks, especially ones that accommodate larger/bulkier e-bikes. 

• More consistent bike paths.  Better crossing at 17/Beacon intersection.  

• Sidney is already a great place for active transportation. Having said that with the in crease in 
densification and more cars on the road the chances of been hit increase. There is also an issue with 
more cars parked on our residential streets owing to the lack of onsite parking at many new multi 
unit builds. This adds to the narrowing of road space for cyclists and more chance of being doored 
by inattentive drivers and passengers  

• More bike racks in Sidney, electric buses, stricter crosswalks and more restrictions on traffic in the 
heart of Sidney. We need Uber. Taxi service to the airport is dreadful! 

• Town of Sidney and Sidney businesses must promote and reward cycling. Customers who ride their 
bikes to a city or business destination should be able to securely park their bikes in a pleasant 
location i.e., not in the middle of the sidewalk on Beacon Ave. Sidewalks are for pedestrians. 

• NONE ARE REQUIRED 

• a free bus for Bevan and Beacon avenues to encourage more people to shop locally and use our 
facilities, like a hop on and hop off tram. uber drivers for people to get to and from the airport and 
ferries" 

• More bike paths... some great cities have 75% of traffic for bikes.... would be great to strive for....  

• So grateful for the path around the airport...let's prioritize healthy active living with more bike paths 
in Sidney" 

• Protected bike lanes on every major road, connected to trails and quiet side streets. Several new 
walking/biking bridges over the highway that are wide and attractive. 

• Safety for cyclists at Mariner Mall; bike parking along waterfront at/near Beacon; secure bike lockup 
near Fifth/Beacon to encourage transit use around CRD; maintenance of existing bikes lanes - 
sweeping, repair potholes and cracks, smoother asphalt); ensure bike lanes are not shared parking 
lanes. 

• Put speed bumps, sidewalks, or more crosswalks on Resthaven. Sidewalks should be on both sides 
of most streets. 

• Bike lanes would be awesome!  

• Education. Tolerance.  A way for bikes and trikes to safely cross the highway at Canora. 

• Limit parking on Resthaven to one side of street. Build interchange at McDonald Park Rd and Hwy 
17. 

• Bike lanes - more bike stands 

• Have a downtown Sidney bike parkade that is covered, monitored by CCTV and has lockers. (Maybe 
on all that unused space at Townhall). Have more bike lanes that are physically separated from cars 
on the road. Start charging for car parking to fund bike infrastructure. 

• Pedestrian walkway across the highway at Beacon. Redirecting volume of trucks coming into West 
Sidney by redirecting from the highway onto McDonald Park Road.  

• Enforcement of truckers NOT using airbrakes at the intersection of Beacon/Hwy. Wakes up the 
residents in the late evening/early mornings.  



 

 

   
  

 

• Safe and often bus service. Do something about the dangerous drivers. Because of the dangerous 
drivers I do not shop in Sidney. 

• Rockside Road is used by many people of various ages and should have a barrier separating the 
high-speed traffic and the pedestrian 

• Being able to use the bus system way in or way back for a reasonable price, A good option to have if 
the weather changes to bad! Walking or biking I would appreciate to be able to use the bus system 
for a short distance. 

• Get an electric bike 

• More bus service, less bike lanes and better walkways to cross highway safely. (Closer and better 
more direct walkways from g section of map) 

• Buses should be better coordinated eg. with 72 and airport 87 and 88. Bike lane on Beacon St." 

• extend the ocean side walking path. bike lanes on Beacon and Bevan 

• RAISING AWARENESS: Roads are to be shared, by cyclists, pedestrians, buses and cars. (We 
unfortunately have had some arrogant smiles when we lift our hand to ask the people to stop, even 
when we had a child cycling with us. We regret to see how some drivers lack respect for more 
vulnerable road users.) We ask for more involvement of the town to raise the drivers' awareness. 
Roads are to be shared. 

• BIKELANES or BIKEPATHS: increase number of bike lanes. (ex. on Resthaven Drive/ 
Ardwell/Bowerbank 

• CROSSWALKS: 1) narrow streets at crosswalks - 2) more visible crosswalks (color, paint) - 3) 
pedestrian-controlled flashlights - 4) wider sidewalks and removal of parking on either side of the 
crosswalks. 

• PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE over the highway between Beacon and Mc Donald, example at the height of 
Henry Avenue: a bridge would ease access to downtown for people living in East Sidney and would 
allow safer access to Sidney Elementary School. 

• We need a ride hailing service, like Uber.  The taxi service here is terrible. Sometimes they don't 
show up or cancel. Why are we denied a fantastic service. We need competition and reliable service  

• Incentives, better upkeep of walkways, better lighting in some areas (along the water front). More 
maintained public facilities/rest points.   

• Have more washrooms. More resting spots. And have more flashing crosswalk lights.  

• Resthaven is a nightmare to cycle on, it is narrow, with large trucks parking on the street, no real 
side of the road, no bike path and large groups of cyclists on it. It is one of the main reasons I don’t 
cycle more. Also no bike path to the water from Lochside or way to get close to stores on lower 
beacon need to go own busy streets in traffic. Need more bike paths in Sidney that connect to 
lochside. 

• Pedestrian/cyclist overpass near Beacon and Pat Bay highway. Perhaps near Henry or Mill Road? 

• Get rid of bulging sidewalks on Beacon to increase parking and straighten and simplify travel for all. 
Get rid of the one way on Beacon. Always a nonsensical idea. Install bike lanes on Bevan and Sidney 
as proper bike routes, which would reduce bike/car issues on Beacon. Return to angle parking on 
Beacon.  Your new bike racks look impressive but really, how are cyclists supposed to lock their 
bikes to them? Have you ever tried? Most u-locks can’t reach, plus they are awkward to get into and 
out of, esp. with heavier e-bikes. 



 

 

   
  

 

• Public Washrooms clearly marked and more of them. Maintain and paint, repair and widen 
sidewalks and crosswalks. Encourage cyclists to use main access streets with separated lanes 

• Getting Hydro/ Telus to remove / move poles from sidewalks and make walking trails level and 
suitable for wheelchairs and those with accessibility issues 

• I think the police should get help from another municipality and for one week ticket riders who 
don't even slow down at a stop sign. Ticket riders who ride on the sidewalk. Ticket riders who do not 
signal turns.  Get people to recognise that us cyclists are road users and must follow the rules of the 
road. I follow the rules, others can too. Riders need to learn that they have rights on the road and 
should take them. For example, if you stop at a light signal, occupy the centre of the lane so that a 
car driver is not going to try and squeeze around you making a right on red.  Basically, bike riders 
NEED to be educated. We teach people how to drive cars, so teach people to ride bikes safely. 

• More dedicated bike lanes and bike parking.  I would also like to see the waterfront walkway 
extended. It is a jewel but is much too short. 

• More great trails like the one that runs along the waterfront/Lochside (5km heart smart walk) to 
encourage active walking/biking 

• Please let me know who to contact regarding installing a controlled crosswalk with a flashing signal 
at 10030 Resthaven at the Shoal Centre for seniors and disabled to cross the street to go into the 
park.    

• I have noticed on numerous occasions elderly people pushing their walkers attempting to cross the 
busy street on Resthaven to go into the park. There is another crosswalk further up the street near 
the library, but it is too far for an elderly person to walk.  It makes more sense for the crosswalk to be 
directly at the Shoal Centre for easy access.   

• I’m not sure. Sidney is very pedestrian friendly in my opinion, so I don’t think it needs much 
improvement. I’m not sure how to improve bike safety. 



 

 
 
 

 

 

 


